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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 7, 1936

EUGENE R. SPEAR

HIGHEST STUDENT HONORS

Seen 44 Years’ Service

Highest honor given to any stu
dent!
Election to the National Honor
Society.
The Rockland High 8chool selec
tions made by the faculty for out
standing scholarship, leadership, serv
ice and character, were this morning

announced by Principal Joseph E.
$laisdell. The list follows:
Seniors—Charles Merritt, Margaret
Dunton, Thelma Whitehouse. Wil
liam Anderson. Carleton Oregory and
Ruth Harper.
Juniors—Eleanor Johnson. Vleno
Kangas. Betty McAlary, Russell
Hickman and Edith Dondis.

Published Check List
r londa ohells

Volume 91...................Number 42.

ROCKLAND PASTOR OVERCOME

MR. LERMOND'S BOOK

. ... »«-»—..................

Knox County Naturalist Has

Sudden Death Of Prominent

Telephone Man Who Had

THREE CENTS A COPY

ot Mr

p

MacDonald Speechless When Presented
. .... .
With Trip To the Holy Land

A notable achievement has marked
Death came without warning Sat
urday to Eugene R. Spear, veteran
the winter's sojourn of Norman W
telephone official, who three years ago
Lermond In Oulfport, Fla.—the comRev. J. Charles MacDonald, minis- board and board of deacons, so that
retired from the service of the New
’|
pilation of a 56-page book, entitled ter of the First Baptist Church, when Mr. Perrin presented the matto
England Telephone Sc Telegraph
"Check List of Florida Marine Rockland, Is scheduled to leave Bos- ter t0
Urge con«re8aUon- Sun"
♦
They are never alone that are
Company. A victim of heart disease,
Shells."
During
hls
winter
vacations
ton
July
n
for
a
trip
the
H
oly
1
'
^
'
*^° ° 1 ^^*nald
•s. accompanied with noble thoughts.
the end came swiftly and painlessly.
ln Florida Mr. Lermond has made an'
I
was P‘ea«ea Mr uviacuonam
•» —Sir Philip Sidney
They had Just turned the corner
The funeral services will be held
j Land. This trip was made possible was conducted far away from the
intensive study of this subject, and | through the generosity, practically 1 pulpit, whcie he could not see or
at from one of the most beautiful of from the family residence, 128 Rankin
steep valleys.
the result is a work of untold scien
street, at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
exclusively, of the people making up' hear what was going on. Not many
She exclaimed: "What a beautiful
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
tific data.
Mr Spear's service dated fiom Jan
the Sunday evening congregation, at minutes later—possibly 20—Carlton
A
despatch
from
Quincy.
Mass
,
ln
plant
last
night
for
repairs.
One
of
gorge
that
was!"
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
1. 1883, when he began as an oper
the closing service conducted under Booth brought him back and the
by expert engineer
her turbines went out of commission
"Yes, it wasn't bad." he replied, ator by night and a general utility yesterday afternoon's papers said:
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
j
the able leadership of Howard W. ■ chairman of the Board of Trustees,
during
the
trials.
his mind flashing back, unromantlcal- man by day, a time when a Job meant
"Officials of the Bethlehem. Ship
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
i Ferrin and F. Carlton Booth.
I called to the platform by Mr. Perrin,
"The mishap was the fourth to the
National Radio Institute,
ly. to the inn tn the hollow, “but I
knowing everything about the busi building Corporation today surveyed
Washington. D. C.
The
sailing
from
Boston
Is
to
be
told him what had been done. Mr.
new type ship. A year ago a fire
7-Jl-tf could have done with a bit more pud ness, regardless of the number of
, made on the Cunard Line steamship1 MacDonald was fairly overcome with
the engines of the U. 6 S. Quincy, caused $100,000 damage to her elecding."—Montreal Star.
hours in each 24 the work required.
| Samaria and will Include visits to emotion and It was several minutes
seeking the trouble which caused her trlcial equipment: last December her
In 1889 he went West. He returned to cut short her test runs off Rock
j England, France, ports of the Medl- , before he could speak to hls audience,
reduction gears were damaged when
ln August. 1895, and up to three years land. Me., yesterday.
terranean, Egypt and Palestine. Mr.
After the service ended. Mr. Macfirst turned over; and ln February a
ago had been contlnuousy employed
Easter Lily Plants from ...... 11.00
MacDonald
Is
due
back
in
Boston
the
Donald,
still a bit dazed by the
"The
new
$12,000,000
cruiser
re

test run developed a cracked stern
Hydrangeas ............. $1.50 to $5 00
since that time. For many years he
28th of August.
wonderful gift from a congregation
turned to her builders Fore River post."
Rose Bushes ........... $1.75 to $3.50
was manager of the Bath-Brunswick
The trip is arranged by the Oates taxing the capacity of the audltoriPotted Tulips ............$1285 to $1.50
area, going to Belfast ln June. 1910.
OTHER PLANTS
Travel Bureau of Boston, and the um. was congratulated by many of
a-, general manager of the-then newlyCut Flowers ... $1-50 to $4.00 dox.
group will be under the leadership of those in attendance. The gifts were
Jonquils.
Tulips,
Carnations
formed Waldo Telephone Company.
Mr. Perrin and Mr. Booth. Both of made not only by members of hls
( alias, Easters and Roses
The following year he was sent to
I whom are connected with the Provi- congregation, but came from persons
Corsages, Colonials and Gardenias
! Rockland to assume the same position
j dence Bible Institute of Providence, living ln the near vicinity and from
Violets on order
#
Camden. April 8.
Over in Oardiner a family had to
! with the enlarged Waldo Sc Knox
Flowers Telegraphed Anywhere
' have been conducting remarkable persons residing ln another State,
vacate
its
house
very
suddenly.
A
1 Company. When that company was Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
services for nearly two weeks at the l A large proportion of the gifts was
spider
was
left
on
the
stove,
and
I have read of many queer things
merged a short lime later he re
Baptist Church ln Rockland, and are handed ln at the time, and pledges
when the flood receded there were
mained as manager of the Rockand- that happened during the flood, such
well known to people within reach of are to be paid any time previous
some flsh In It ready to fry.
FLOWER SHOP
Belfast area.
as Ashing In the house and a bowl of
, the Yankee network, through their to June 1st, either by placing on the
I can vouch for this as I helped eat
TEL. S1S-W
In December. 1929. he was succeed goldfish floating around the room and
ministry on the "Mountain Top collection plate at any regular service,
>71 MAIN 8T„
ROCKLAND
the fish, but I should not want to
ed by Thomas C. Stone, being re back on the table again. But here is
42-44
! Hour” at 8 o'clock Sunday mornings, enclosed ln envelope marked with
have my name mentioned In connec
Norman W. Lermond who has pub
lieved at hls own request. He then one that has them all beaten.
Only a few of the Baptist people name and address of the giver, or
tion with it.
Phil Brick.
became a commercial representative
lished a notable booklet on “Florida
knew anything about the proposed handed to Joseph W. Robinson,
ln the Bangor District, working most
Marine Shells"
Mt AA1 Ml Mt Mt ’tMt '
trip until last Friday night, but Church treasurer, or Herman Hart,
GETTING AFTER ’EM
A JAY SEE EXPLAINS
ly out of Rockland.
thorough plans were made, under the both of whom may be found at the
"Gene" was known to telephone
In hls "foreword" the author says: leadership of the trustees, financial First National Bank.
That Queer Egg- “Collectors of Florida marine shells
people far and wide and was the last Traffic Department Finds 12 About
of the old school of managers ln
Watermelon Problem — have long felt the need of a com- I
Cars In Every 100 With
Maine. Hls aarly training remained
PRESENTS
plete list of the known species to be
Faulty Lights
Tribute To the Tylers
with him throughout his entire serv
found along the Atlantic and Gulf
ice. It was his custom to be at hls
shores and the southern Florida ,
Chief of Police Almon P. Richard Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
desk by 6 o'clock each morning, long
Keys.
son,
ln common with other Maine
That egg-watermelon problem is a
"Neither Dr. Dali's •Preliminary |
| after the office opening hour had been
fixed at 8.30 o’clock. The word "now" city marshals, has received the fol queer one. A vast multitude of an Catalog of the Shell-bearing Mol
occupied an important place in his lowing communication from Rufus O. swers will correctly fit It and of lusks of the Southeastern Coast of
OF DANFORTH. ME.. ON
I vocabulary. With him "tomorrow" Jasper, traffic engineer.
course there Is a reason, partly known the United States.' published by the
During the month of March, Boy to me. but there remains a great deal National Museum as Bulletin No. 37.
j was always another day which will
Scouts and others have assisted . ,
bring other work to do.
"Harnessing the Moon at Old mlllar with these waters, as hls sum
..I
. ..
,
1889; nor the reprint, published in
about the principles of Its solution
, ... . .
.
.
On the occasion of his retirement Maine's Highway Safety Campaign
1903; nor Charles W Johnsons 'List Quoddy to Milk Cows" Is the title of mer camp Is located on Campobello
I of Marine Mollusca of the Atlantic
the officiate and other employes of by gathering data pertaining to au- on which I am also "licked."
the leading article in the current Island, on the Canadian side of the
: the telephone company, numbering 70, tomobile lighting In practically every
The problem, as I first saw It, was in Coast From Labrador to Texas.' pubborder, just across the straits from
“apples"—15. 50 and 86. You will llshed as Vol. 40 No 1 of the Pro lsaue of Pathfinder. The writer is Eastport and Lubec. Me. It was
with wives and husbands, gave Mr community In the 8tate.
Although we believed there were note that from first to third of the ceedings of the Boston Society of facetious, although the matter Is there, as already stated, that he re
18pear a reception at the Rockland
many
cars with faulty lights on our numbers there is an increase each Natural History. 1934 can be used as tragic enough to Eastern Maine If ceived the great affliction which
i
Country
Club,
another
guest
of
honor
Knox County people should not miss this op
I cn that occasion being Miss Adelaide streets and highways, it was not until t£me of 35 Using only even dozens a check list, since many deep-sea the whole proposition goes blooey. caused him to be a helpless Invalid
portunity to hear one of Maine's prominent
C Holmes, who had also Just retired I the results of the observations were each time, any price per dozen may forms, that are seldom or never seen The story follows:
for years. So Interested was the
legislators on a very interesting subject.
I from the service. Both were reclpi- finally accumulated, summarized and b? used. Surplus over the even doz-1 by collectors are listed.
When you are making a trip from President In the picturesque plan to
{analyzed that we fully realized the enc, apples, eggs, watermelons or
' ents of gifts.
"As a rule, we have included only the equator to the north pole you dam the high tides and turn the
Much of Mr Spear s life had been seriousness of the condition that what-have-you figured at three times such species as are to be found on will know you are just half wav when power Into electricity that he alloted.
42-lt
the dozen price each, will bring the the beaches, reefs, and in the bays; you come to a pile of stones marking out of the general $4 880.000,000
spent apart from hls native city, but exists
' IV/ |i i In-IWiiWIW |W |V/4V‘Z'|\7lW-IV/ ivz lt»
he never lost hls love for Rockland
The condition of the lights was' ,-ame result for each sale. As given 1 or such
are driven in occasionally the 45th parallel of latitude a little works-relief fund, enough cash to get
and hfc final years were devoted to observed on over 40.000 cars and It by me last. 1 changed the figures to by storms from the deeper waters off to the north of the village of Perry, the project going, with the Army
Che management of a small farm here was found that 12 cars out of every 30, ,100 and 170. Just doubling the ; sbore
ln Maine. While you are ln this very engineers In charge. The total cost
1 quantity but not changing the 35 !
began the preparation of this ! intersetlng neighborhood you will Is estimated to be around $38 000.000.
To have known “Oene" Spear was to 100 had faulty lights.
133T8tTh-tf
According to a recent survey made. retlo.
J |lst ln 1913-14, when we first came to want to visit the scene of the un Thus far about a third of that
[ have shared companionship with a
[ man who had been a valuable factor in Rhode Island, less than 4 cars 1 also (find that 14. 49 and 84 will | p|orjda to collect shells on the West, paralleled, unprecedented, marvel amount has been applied to the work,
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
miraculous "Passamaquoddy and not much progress appears to
' in hls chosen vocation; a man who out of every 100 had faulty lights go all Tight. The 84 makes even doz- Coast Ten additional seasons have ous.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- that Maine ent, no surplus; 16.61 and 86 will go been spcnt ln collecting the land, dam" project—shortened up by th’ have been made
. had contributed a large family active there. It is believed
(Swift’s Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
record than also, and of course, others, but if the j fresj1.wat^r and marine shells all natives to Just “Quoddy” or plain
and prominent in the several com- could have a better
Of course, when any particular
carnplng week.s at a “dam!
J murtities where it is now scattered; Rhode Island if each and every police j first or second number is exactly di- over the
section of the country shouts for “the
j and a man who had won the admira officer ln the State made an effort to j visible by 12 there is a failure. There time, in the Everglades and on the
The idea of putting the tides to old flag and an appropriation." the
tion and sincere affection of an un eliminate "one-eyed" driving and J seems to be a ratio of 36 to 1 per southern keys; wading In the rivers, work so that people won't have to people from all the other sections
, piece running through the problem.
usually large number of people. He driving without a tail light.
lakes and bays; and dredging ln Boca work Is very ancient. But there are start hollering for their share. It
It probably Is extremely simple to Ciega Bay off Oulfport
We occasionally hear the expres
is survived by 12 children: Donald
only a very few places on the globe has made the life of a politician Just
Spear of Belfast. Mrs. Alice Fernald sion "over-driving the headlights." a real mathematician who of course
“In the compilation of this list, we where such a scheme would be pos- one dam thing after another. Usual
of Rockland, Mrs. Mabel Ames of By this expression one means that could adapt the rule to numberless have received much help from four sible—and this part of North America ly they are not content with Just
Stitching and Special Machine Operation
Union, Mrs Jennie Tuttle of Rock the distance one can see clearly by trick problems. When It comes to of Florida's oldest and most active to the likeliest. Jules Verne con- their share but expect ln some way
land. Mrs. Dorothy Crie of Rockland. headlights Is limited, and that one Is algebraic equations I am in the “has collectors: A, O. Reynolds, Charles sldered writing a story on this sub- to get more than the others. The
Experience desired but not necessary. Steady work.
Walter 8pear of Rockland. Mrs Mary apt to drive a car at a speed beyond been" class, far Inferior to “F,” "X" B. Lungren. C. C Allen and D. L Ject—but gave it up when he was
(Continued on Page Eight)
Apply
Mennealy of Lewiston. Mrs. Frances the point where one could easily stop or Annie Ripley, as it has been many Emery. Of these, my good friend told It would be so fantastic that noMartel of Rockland. Katherine Spear within that limited distance As the years 1 over 40) since I have more than Emery Is the only one living.
body would be interested
Uncle
GRATEFUL FOR AID
of Lewiston, Eleanor Spear of Rock- roads become smoother and drier, glanced at the pages of an algebra.
“Names of shells that have been Sam's plans were all ready for damIn my studies of arithmetic I was in common use for 50 to 100 years or J ming Passamaquoddy bay — when 11
motorists
Increase
their
speed.
With
lrndjCarl
Spear
of
Rockland.
Hilda
1 Qr 1
»
.
I
THOMASTON. MAINE
°
lne rtmerican Le‘
Spear of Rockland; one brother. Ev faulty headlights, no tall lights and blessed by having as an instructor the more and have thus become known somebody discovered that that ill41-43
gion Thanks Rockland For
erett L. Spear of Rockland; one sister. with increased speed, more and more late Alden L. Tyler of Rockland and and established, such, for example as named and very unmanageable body
Miss Mabel Spear of Cambridge, people in Maine are “over-driving bifore that, hls daughter, Mary C. Fulgur. Purpura, and Ecalaria. 3houlri j of water doesn’t even belong to us—
Flood Assistance
Tyler. No better instructors of arith not. in our opinion, be changed to, but—like most other things—belongs
Mass ; and 16 grandchildren.
their headlights."
We wish at this time to urge each metic were to be found in Rockland names discovered more recently in . to the foreigners. When the CanIn a letter to Commander Hector
and every police officer to make at that time than these two.
old, musty long forgotten, trade' ucks were invited to share in the Q Staples of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
To return to the egg problem, “F"
every effort during the month of
catalogs. And we think that the benefits (and the cost) those hard- A Ii„ Department Commander Frank
HOME-AG.-FAX
April to help eliminate “over-driving did not follow my rule exactly. He publication and use of Bolton's and headed people smiled Indulgently and E. Southard gives voice to his grati
did not use even dozens to its full
the headlights" ln Maine.
other such names derived from ques asked what was going to be done with tude over the local Post's assistance
extent. He did use the 3 to 1 or 36
tionable sources, was ill-advised and all the power when it was generated during the flood crisis. He says:
PRINTED STATIONERY
Almost six million hunting licenses
to 1 rttio on remainders and got
'Let me express my deep apprecia
THE CLASS PARTS
uncalled for. Nor should Genera be j —seeing there Is no market for It ln
for which sportsmen paid a total of
results as specified. Therefore, cor
New colors—as fresh as a spring
such large volume and the State of tion for the contribution of clothing
split up Into too many new Oenera.
more than $9,000,000 were Issued by
rect or geometrically expressed.
breeze—in Blue, Orchid, Oreen
"While illustrations: photographic j Maine forbids its exportation. And coming from your Post and the citi
and Ivory paper, printed with
the states and Alaska in 1934, the Thomaston High School Stu q. a. d.
A JaySec
reproductions,
wood-cuts, etc. . of as there was no answer to this poser, zens of Rockland. We found a real
Blue, Brown. Oreen or Violet ink.
latest year for which records arc
dents Who Will Star At Union, April 3.
Florida shells are to be found scat the negotiations seem to have ended need for them, and I assure you that
available. Maine sold 92.747 com
200 SINGLE SHEETS
tered through many catalogs, reports. there. But Uncle Sam then decided the Individual recipients are duly
Commencement
bined hunting and fishing licenses.
ball and baseball, is the operator of and other publications, yet a well to try his hand at damming those grateful.
• • • •
100 ENVELOPES
Principal Lewis C. Sturtevant of the mimeograph machine and has a
"The response of the public in this
The second annual spray day for Thomaston High 8chool announced part In the class play. Also Is the illustrated work on our East Coast waters up anyway, even though it
or
shells, with short, accurate descrip was like trying to give the play of disaster through which we have been
southern Maine counties will take
the honor parts of this year’s senior boys' athletic editor for “Sea Breeze." tions. similar to ‘Keep's West Coast Hamlet with Hamlet missing. It Is passing was and Is truly wonderful.
place May 1 at the farm of Arthur E.
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
Miss Feyler, daughter of Mr. and Shells,' Is a crying need of students the funnel-shaped Bay of Fundy
class at an assembly Friday, result
“Please pass along my heartfelt
Thompson. New Gloucester. A con
ing thus: Valedictory, Weljo Llndell; Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler, was captain and collectors.
100 ENVELOPES
which gathers up the waters of the thanks.”
test between representatives of
salutatory, Myron C. Jones; first of the Knox Sc Lincoln Leage cham
Norman W. Lermond.”
North Atlantic and piles them up
Franklin. York, Cumberland. Oxford
oration, Herbert L. Libbey; second pion basketball team; also high
• • » •
at times to more than 60 feet—from YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and Androscoggin Counties will de
oration. Miss Barbara F. Feyler. At scorer of ’he League. She had the
Mr. Lermond was much pleased ; jow [0 high a regular wall of water
termine the most expert spray man.
a meeting of the senior class these honor of being elected an All-League with the reception accorded the book from three to six feet high Is often
HOW THE FLOWERS GROW
• • • ••
This Is how the (lowers grow:
The American Institute of Co-op were chosen for the elective parts: forward at the 6tate tournament ih State Librarian Henry E Dunnack of raised And there are some places
I have watched them and I know.
where there are “reversing falls"—
eration convenes for its twelfth an Class will. Miss Anne Jacobs; gifts, Livermore Palls. Miss Feyler was Augusta wrote:
First, above the ground Is seen
chosen
by
the
faculty
to
represent
Miss
Laura
Beattie;
history.
Miss
Ida
“
Your
‘
Check
List
of
Florida
Ma

that Is. where the water forms a
A tiny blade of purest green.
nual session June 15 to 19 at the Uni
Reaching up and peeping forth
versity of Illinois. The New England Harjula; prophesy, Oilbert Delano Gen. Knox Chapter, D.AR. to par rine Shells’ arrived this morning cataract plunging in one direction
East and west and south and north.
ticipate with other Chapters In the It's a great gift to your State. The when the tide Is one way and tn the
Institute of Co-operation is to be and Richard Woodcock.
INCLUDING PRINTING
Then
It shoots up day by day.
Mr. Llndell is the son of Mr. and State for the Ruth Bryan Owen people in Florida must be extremely I opposite direction when the tide
held at Amherst. Mass. on June 9. 10,
Circling ln a curious way
Postage 10 Cents Extra
Round
a blossom, which It keeps.
Citizenship
Pilgrimage
to
Washing

Mrs.
John
Llndell.
of
Cushing.
He
Is
grateful
for
this
splendid
piece
of
changes. In the Passamaquoddy bay
and 11. Persons interested in co
Warm and cozy while 16 sleeps.
Check the quality—large baronial sheets and
ton.
She
is
also
Joke
editor
for
the
editor-in-chief
of
the
year
book,
the
work
you
have
finished."
region
the
tides
do
not
rise
more
operative marketing will find both
Then the sunbeams find their way
envelopes of fine smooth Vellum.
"Sea Breeze," and Is also taking part "Sea Breeze" and has a prominent
Mr. Lermond Is also corresponding than about 25 feet—and that is the
•
meetings profitable.
To the sleeping bud and say.
"We are children of the eun
part in the senior class play.
secretary of the American Mataco- extreme. The average Is a little less
in the class play "And Mary Did.”
Check the quantity—200 Single Sheets or 100
Sent to wake thee, little one."
Double Sheets and 100 Envelopes printed with Mono
logical Union, which has its sixth an than 20. The remains of prehistoric
Mr. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
And the leaflet opening wide
gram or Name and Address. All for $1.00.
Randall P. Jones, was manager of
Mrs. Horty (engaging new cook)— nual meeting in St. Petersburg. Fla, forests which are found on some of
Shows the tiny bud Inalde.
Peeping with half-opened eye
the basketball team, secretary and I suppose you know that my husband April 21.
Remember DOUBLE CHECK is on sale for April
these shores and which are now cov
On the bright and sunny sky.
Only!
treasurer of the Athletic Association is extremely particular about hts
ered with water at high tide prove
Breezes from the west and south
European: Is bathing safe here? that this entire part of the North
and has a part in the senior class food?
Lay their kisses on Its mouth;
Buy boxes and boxes for future use.
Glencove Grange Hall
Ttll the petals all are grown
Cook—Yes. I know, mum. They’re Is it safe from sharks?
American continent has subsided at
play.
And the bud's a flower blown.
Mr. Libbey. Is the son of Mr. and all alike. My old man was jest the Native: Quite safe, sir. Sharks) least 40 feet in the latest geological
Music By
This
la how the flowers grow:
Mrs. Bernard L. Libbey. He has played same, I never cooked anything to never come. They are afraid of. period.
I havp watched them and I know.
Chas. Woodcock’s Orchestra
—OabrlM Sctoun
I President Roosevelt is specially faa very prominent part in basket- please ‘bn in me life- Windsor Star I crocodiles,

THE QUINCY AND THE JINX

For

Easter

WHAT THE ROOD LEFT

“SILSBTS”

ROCKLAND TOWNSEND CLUB NO. 1

“HARNESSING THE MOON”

Benjamin C. Bubar

The Pathfinder Gives Its Version Of How Affairs
Are Going At Quoddy

THE TOWNSEND PLAN
TONIGHT AT K. P. HALL
— Supper at 6 —

OTHER CLUBS INVITED
Fsrerwwmrawsr

SIM’S

LUNCH

QC~

O□V

OPERATORS WANTED

J. B. PEARSON COMPANY

April Special!

RYTEX DOUBLE CHECK

7
7

Old Fashioned Dance
Every Wednesday Night
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Foreign Farm Products

There Is no fear in love; but per
By Representative August H. Andresen of Minnesota
fect love casueth out fear: because
iear hath torment. He that feareth
is not made perfect in love. —1 John
Under the theory that we are than 1.030.000 acres of corn land;
4: 18.
producing a surplus of farm products, 9.603.033 bushels of rye. an Increase
the farmers in this country were i«- of 27 ;. representing 640.003 acres of
duced to take around 30.000.000 acres foreign land; 364.623 head of cattle,
LANDON LEADING
of farm land out of production, so as an Increase of 532'1; 166.030,003
His Supporters Expect He to produce less. After three years, pounds of cottonseed oil. an increase
n .,
.
, _
,
they found they were providing an of 1.72O1, over 1934.. There was im
Will
'. ill Be Nomi
Nominated On the abundant American market for ported during 1935 . 22.674.003 pounds
of butter, an increase of 1.948' over
foreign farm products.
Fourth Ballot
Foreign imports for the year 1935 1C34
The total dairy Imports for 1935 in
Gcv. Landon of Kansas held a for and the percentage of increase over
midable 'ead for the Presidential 1934 tell the story of what happened. terms of milk amounted to 1.118.030
nomination Saturday as Republican Some 302.000.000 pounds of wool were pounds. At 4.X3 pounds of milk per
assaults on the New Deal ended Imported, an increase of 85 ;, rep- year for the average cow. the dairy
| resenting wool from
35,000.000 farmers of this country gave way to
another politically eventful week.
While Senator Borah, of Idaho, foreign sheep; 17,500.000 bushels of 279.030 head of foreign cows. These
traveled westward in quest of dele flax, an increase of 24 ;. representing cattle consumed feed and pasture
gates to offset the advantage, many flax from 1.750.000 acres of foreign from several hundred thousand acres
at the Capitol looked upon the way land; 27.400.030 bushels of wheat, an of land. Surely, a governmental
his supporters were overwhelmed in Increase of 255'this wheat rep program in which our domestic
the New York primary as anything resenting 1.830.000 acres of foreign market was given to foreign farmers
tut discouraging to Landon prospects.' land; 42.200.C30 bushels of corn, an can be of no benefit to American
By gaining 18 of the 22 Kentucky increase of 1.361, representing more Agriculture.
delegates. Landon's total reached 74---during the week to 24 for Col. Frank
[TEETH TO BE FILED
THE BAND HELPED
Knox of Illinois and none as yet for
Borah. News dispatches told increas Leading Us To Wonder What To Nominate William T.
ingly of Landon talk in Eastern and
Cobb For Governor- ReMister “X” Will Think
Southern states.
Counting on some help from the 90
member That Song?
Up Next
uninstructed delegates chosen in New'
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
York, as well as from other States
Rockland. April 2.
One fine June day in 1904. the
where the delegations are not Euitor of The Courier-Gazette:_
Steamer City of Rockland left Rock
pledged, or support “favorite sons."
A Jay See's sea-serpent has the
some Landon backers are already following displacement: Length of land. stopping at Camden, for Ban
talking of having 253 of the 1.001 cutwater 9 fathoms, length of hull 36 gor. A large party of I?nox County
votes on the first ballot at Cleveland fathems. length of rudder 27 fathoms Republican delegates were enroute
and the nomination by the fourth and length overall 72 fathoms or 432 to the State Convention with the
ballot.
feet. Where does he keep him, up in avowed purpose of gaining their fel
Carl O. Eachmann. heading the Union? I see he has his cow out low citizen, William T. Cobb of
Borah campaign, broadcast in the again. Now this cow fastened by her Rockland, tlie nomination for gover
face of such claims, tonight that the fly-killer, swings in a circle like a nor. My brother and I. as members
Idaho Senator alone could carry the ship at anchor. So we must find the of the Rockland Military Band, were
election against Roosevelt in Novem radius of a circle whose area is equal on the boat. At Camden, that town's
ber. He warned the party “it will to one acre. I find this to be 117.7 band, augmented by members of the
lose with the unknown."
feet nearly. Subtracting length of Rockport Band, came aboard and the
cow and tail $’i yards or 164 feet leaders agreed to consolidate forces
EXECUTIVE BOARD MET
leaves 1012 feet of cable to anchor for the labors of the coming day.
That night in Bangor was in some
said cow. A. Jay See wants the an
Taper By Mrs. Clarence Beverage a swer in perches. As a perch is either what the nature of a night before
Feature Of Augusta Session
a fish cr a hen-roost I do not know the Fourth celebration and the next
which he means. He should be more day was equal to Old Home, tfeek.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin were explicit about these things.
the Union Fair and Fourth of July
in Augusta Friday and the latter at-' New let me rave a while. You know combined. Bands were there from
tended the meeting of the executive I am in the army now. The inspect Portland, Lewiston. Biddeford. Bel
board of the Garden Club Federation ]
ing officer was looking us over yester fast and other places—seven in all.
of Maine at the heme of Mrs. Wil-i day. As he looked at my “hosses" The combined Knox County band
liam R Pattangall. chairman of the j
teeth, he said, “Private X have this was probably the largest organiza
legislative committee. Six new clubs, hosse's teeth filed at cnce. How do tion and also the noisiest. In those
were elected to membership, and itj
ybu think he can chew his after-din days all bands, even as now. played
was decided to have as one of its ner pepsin gum with teeth like that?" marches written by the late R. B.
projects the coming year the pre Bo I swung my leg in a cartwheel Hall, who it that time was leader of
vention of the pollution of stream- j over his back and away we thundered the Watervfle Military Ball. I think
and water courses.
out cf camp. Arriving at a small town, but am not sure, that he and hts
A flower show at The Danish Vil I rode up to an old shop with a sign band were there.
lage. Scarboro, was also discussed, to
Playing a percussion instrument
over the door that read "I. S. Oakum,
take place tn the summer of 1937 1 Tetth Filled and Saws Filed.” “This I snare drum). I marched by the side
Conservation Week in Maine will b:
looks like 'Journey's End.' says I to of C. Fred Miller of Camden and we
taserved May 4-9.
myself. "Whoa," says I. landing my two could certainly "bear on some.”
There are now 441 clubs in the
feet cn the ground and my K. O. on Fred was one of the finest street
federation.
the door. An old fellow with a beard drummers, both for execution and
Miss Florence Paul of York, chair
like a broom and stop-and-go eye3, volume. A personal friend of mine,
man of the committee on roadside'
one eye pointing this way to Bangor among many other men now dead,
beautification, reported the activities
and the other that way to Boston, played solo cornet in the Rockland
of that department for the last year j
opened the door and looked over both Band. This was Harold A. Mills.
with special reference to regulation J
At the Bangor auditorium when
of my shoulders.
of billboards and safety signs. This
'Say. Uncle,” says I. "when you the convention was tn session, our
work has been in charge of one of the :
see a fork in the road, which way do band played over and over again a
cflicials of the State Highway Depart
short arrangement by Col. G. Fred
you go?"
ment who directs highway advertis
“Well, son," says he, “when I see a Meservey which he named, "Here's
ing. He has issued 388 permits and
fork in the road, I go right between to You. William Cobb.” The result
30 licenses.
them like that," and a giant cracker of the convention showed the
A point stressed was the plea sent;
exploded between my starboard and nomination of William T. Cobb over
cat by the American Forestry As aci- j
port lights just as the road rose under several oth r strong candidates and
ation asking everyone to plant a tree
I sat up on | the Lewiston Journal gave an editorial
me Hike a hard chair.
in the drive to prevent further land
my "chair" and thought this over. stating that the Rockland Band and
erosion. Mrs. Richard O. Elliot of
"Well." says I to myself, “as I asked for Col. Meservey's, “Here's to You,
Thomas'.on was named a member of
this it must be welcome.' Getting up William Cobb," also sung to band ac
the nominating committee to report
I said. 'Well Uncle I take it you don't companiment. was a great factor in
at the meeting in Lewiston June 9-10.
need me for a traffic cop?'”
the result. Many amusing incidents
One of the outstanding reports of
“Well as you see son. I manage to occurred on this trip.
the afternoon was that given by Mrs.
Carrie Nation and her hatchet ap
Clarence Beverage of Augusta who find my way around.”
“Yes I sort of feel that way about peared in person. She tried hard to
tcld of the work with Junior projects
it when you come to think of it.'' address the convention but was
which has been done in her city,
sts I. “But all the same Uncle it smothered. Later she tried again on
where 22 Junior clubs have been or
was my teeth and my hosses teeth the outer steps of the auditorium.
ganized. Mrs. Beverage's activities in
that I wanted plugged and not my As she was trying to sell some tracts,
connection with garden and nature
denouncing the “demon rum," a
clubs is held in high regard. Among eyes.”
"Why
didn't
you
say
so
son?"
says
member of the Camden Band. Eddie
the delegates from the federation to
the national meetings in Dallas:. he as he led me and my hoss into his Wells, captured a small satchel of
Texas, are Mrs. Pattangall and Mrs. I shep. He sit me in Iris chair and • these booklets and began distribut
j looked over my teeth and then he sat ing them through the crowd. But
Albert Benedict of Medomak.
, my hoss ln the chair—I mean on hls ' Carrie was observant of all things
rear guards and locked his teeth over.' I and his sport was soon cut short by
SALES TAX INEVITABLE
“Well what abcut it?" says I.
her.
“Well you and your hoss together | At the Bur.gor House headquarters,
Former Master Of Maine Stale
I have 43 teeth that need a ’New' a well known Jewish resident, having
Grange So Tells the Kiwanians
I Deal.' ”
been taker, along by the party was
“Here," says I to myself, “is where being introduced to all comers as a
William J. Thompson of South
China, veteran participant ln State tnis old 'Brain Truster' plans to 'bal certain Maine politician. There was
and National tax legislation, told ance his budget.' So I says, ‘How some facial resemblance owing to Mr.
the Augusta Kiwanis Club the other I ninny teeth do I need filled and how Bradburg's long, heavy brown beard.
day that sales tax is inevitable.
many docs my hers need filed? That certainly was a jolly evening
Thompson told the business and j But all I could get out cf him wax as was also the return trip to Rock
professional men at their weekly this;
land. On the way to Bangor, I had
luncheon that they might as well
"if you take the square of your a long talk with a delegate from
make up their minds that a sales tax , hosses teeth to be filed from the square BUri;ettville George A. Miller, a
was coming, whether they liked it or of yours to be filled <1 never knew i pgrsonai friend of my father at that
not.
teeth were square before) that will be | tlme
"I'm not advocating a sales tax: eight times all teeth to be filled and
On furthcr thought, I am inI m just telling you it is the only filed.
clined to believe that Roscoe G.
solution as I see it from my experi- J New I know he Intends to chargjj Ingraham ..The Admiral" was there
ence," he said. Thompson was chair- I up tome of my bosses filings to the,
us j )hinj.
Farnham led
man of the taxation committee of the brass fillings he intends to put into the band cnd that Arthur w Hall
Maine Legislature for four years and j my teeth. And as that Welcome to WRS gjso jn one band or the other. I
a member of the State Board of As- \ our City" that I got between my cy
my memory
slipping. Perbrother, Charles L.
sessors for six years. For a number has disconnected the gadgets in my bapS my
of years he was actively engaged in adding-machine, someone mus. tl 1 uRobinson of Rockland might know,
the lobby which brought about all me how many teeth I have to . Charles is one day older than I.
fifed.
Charlie or Doc Richan woild know.
National farm legislation.
This trip and our Rangcley trip were
Thompson said what a sales tax
the two high spots of my 40-odd
was the leading source of revenue of
DR. J. H. DAMON
years
of band work.
every American country’ to the south
DENTIST
These are just a few sketches from
of the United Stales. The tax pro
By Appointment
memory, very incomplete. Many arc
cess this country is going through
Telephone 415-W
now living who took that trip, but I
was suffered by many European and
Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store
am sure that everyone named direct
Asiatic countries centuries ago, lie
UOCKLAND, MAINE
ly in this article, with the exception
pointed out.

HUGH MATHIESON likes his pipe tobacco Mild and Tasty!

MAIL TIME! (Left) Note the
after-breakfast pipe of Prince
Albert. “I’ve introduced a lot of
men toPrince Albert in my time,”
Mr. Mathieson says. “And a lot
of men around here have changed
to Prince Albert Rincc the mak
ers advertised their money-back
offer.” Below, we print the offer
Hugh Mathieson refers to. Take
us up on it! Smoke 20 pipefuls
of P.A. at our risk!

“REMEMBER THIS ONE?”

HERE'S A GOOD PICTURE of Hugh Mathieson smoking a pipe
ful of fragrant, mellow Prince Albert tobacco. Mr. Mathieson has
liked Prince Albert for thirteen years, and at the time this picturo
was taken he said: “I like to show my friends that Prince Albert
is cut different -‘crimp cut,’ it’s called-so P.A. burns slower
and cooler and every pipeful lasts longer.”

(Above) Hughenjoyingsome
of the old tunes and a pipeful
of Prince Albert as a friend
tickles the ivories! “I’ve
learned from long experi
ence that there’s no ’bite’ in
P.A.,” Mr. Mathieson says.
“And I’m sure all the tobacco
in Prince Albert is as choice
as Nature can produce.”

WE ARE SURE YOU'LL AGREE WITH WHAT HUGH MATHIESON SAYS

ABOUT PRINCE ALBERT...TRY IT ON THIS NO-RISK OFFER!
•
1

I

I

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest of the
tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and we will refund
« full
lull purchase price, plus postage. (burned)
'Signed R.
K. J. Reynolds Tobacco
lotoaccoGo^V
Co, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Prince Albert

in • Seconds

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2*oz. tin of Prince Albert

Timely Information For Home
Gardeners Prepared By .Mem
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
versity Of Maine—No. I

If a choice of location is possible,
the home garden should be near the
house so that the housewife can easily
secure vegetables as 6he needs them,
suggests Richard M Riley, of the de
partment of horticulture, University
o’ Maine.
Secondly, if the prevailing soil is of
a heavy type, if poss.ble find a lighter
1 spot for the garden even though it
j
i
I

I

Lotus and Mala in “Last of the Pagans”
Mala captures the beautiful native girl in the island raid of “Last of the
Pagans," the unusual romance of native Ufe in the Marquesan Islands.—adv.
*
”

THURSDAY

i

j

may not be so desirable from other
standpoints.
Vegetables will not
thrive on a low wet soil. On the other
hand do not select a spot that Is too
light and dry or the crops may suffer
from drouth.
The slope of the land or exposure
uliould be considered. In this climate
the season is late so a slope to the
southeast, south, or southwest won'.d
generally be superior to a northerly
slope. The area may be quite level
but should have lower land to which
,,
.
. ,
.
cold air may drain. Often tender
plants are injured by frest in gardens
a; a little lower level while the higher
ones escape.
If the garden is to be cultivated by
hand. It may be square, but if horse
cultivated a rectangular shape is bet
ter, as this will permit longer rows
and less turning.
Windbreaks may be helpful. We
usually have cold winds in the spring
so protection to the north and west
may permit planting of tender crops
somewhat earlier than otherwise. Also
if berries are Included in the garden
they will benefit by this protection in
the winter and spring.

GOOD LIGHT-

GOOD SIGHT

Warren Hull lleftl Patricia Ellis and Frank McHugh Irighti sing, dance
arrt snicker their way into all hearts as they cavort to the merry whirl of
fast rowing crews and faster stepping co-eds in “Freshman Love," the War
ner Bros, comedy with music.—adv.

of Mr. Cobb, is dead and probably
hiany others. It was an occasion
long to be remembered by anyone
who had a part to perform. Each
and everyone could add as much or
more to what I have hurriedly
written.
A. Jay See
Union. April 6

subject “Let's Fix It” was interest
ingly demonstrated by the commit
tee, Maud Payson and Lottie Well
man. There were 16 in attendance.

EAST UNION

Grevis Payson went Saturday to
Belfast.

Doris Payson, owing to a bad cold,
was absent from school Thursday
and Friday.
Pioneer Grange hall is much im
proved by its new coat of paint.

Mr. end Mrs. W. B. Wentwortli
Arlene Brown was rccenta guest 3f
have as guests Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Martha Austin in Union.
Lindsey and two children of Swan
After a weekend passed here,
ton.
The Farm Bureau meeting of last Dorothy Morton returned Sunday to
Tuesday was a pleasant affair. The Portland.

JACK WAGNER is fast —rolls outs
neat cir*r*tte in 8 seconds. He says:
’‘I'm bound to say that Prince Albert
rolls easier end stays tolled ri<ht. I'm
rolling about TO cigarettes from every
tin. That’s a lot of swell smoking.**

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

THE HOME CARDEN

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

“Makin’s” Cigarattd

'By Miss Betty Priest, Homo Light
ing Expert)
A baby, if its eyes ere normal, is
farsighted. That is, its eyeballs are
shorter, flatter, than the adult eyes.
For the baby to see ax well, all ob
jects must be held at a distance and
not moved clcse to its face. In child
hood the eyeball grows in length until
at five or six or seven years of age it
should be nearly round, the shape for 1
normal vision The child then can
see near objects, but its eyes must
not be strained for they are still soft
and immature, still developing. The
pupils are wide and dilated. Through
out childhood only large type in
books, never fine, should be read and 1
only large blocks and toys sjiould be
played with. And above all indoors
there should be adequate light, espe
cially for the child. The whole room,
even the floor where the child plays,
should be lighted evenly, not Just on?
spot of light with glare and shadows.
Opinions differ as to the way in
which the eyeball is pulled out of
shape tn childhood by eyestrain, but
Bll opinion is in agreement upon the

THE TRAVELERS FIRE IN'S. CO.
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DBC 31. 1935
Stocks and Bonds ............ S17.U7.199
Cash in Office and Bank ....... 1.848.354
AgenU Balances ......... . ....... 1.427.639
Interest and Rents .............. 126 440
All other Assets ___________ 407.006

OCCIDENTAL INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Stocks and Bonds .................. 84,083.777
Cash In Office and Bank .....
232 522
Agents' Balances _________
143 096
Bills Receivable ___ _______
625
Interest and Rents __ ____
38 235
All other Assets ....... _..........
3.607

48
93
14
13
79

II
37
76
31
26
22

Gross Assets ...................... 821.346.640 47
Deduct items not admitted ..
6.887 08

Gross Assets___ ................. 84.504 864 03
Deduct items not admitted
77.913 78

Mm^.UTIfS DEC. 3.*1>S? '“ U

.......................-84.426 950 25

Net Unpaid Losses .................. 8951.021 00,
LIABILITIES DBC 31.
Unearned Premiums ............ 10 908.236 39 Net Unpaid Losses ...............
Special Reserve ...................... 2.549.682 43 Unearned Premiums .... ..........
A.ll other Liabilities . ............. 709 098 26 All other Liabilities ..............
Cash Capital
...................... . 2 000000 00 Cash Capital ..........................
Surplus over all Liabilities . 4.221.725 33 Surplus over all Liabilities ...

1935
8144.440 21
748 794 55
69.052 62
1 000 000 00
2.464.662 67

Total Liabilities and Surplus 821.339.753 41 Tout Liabilities and Surplus 84.426.950 25
38-S-44 ,
39-T-45

CLARENCE F. JOY
INSURANCE
ALL FORMS
375 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 882
42T45

AMERICAN A FOREIGN INSURANCE
CO. OF NEW VORK
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Stocks and Bonds ................. 85.385.895 37 ,
Cash In Office and Bank
977.231 47 ‘
Agents' Balances .................. 212 893 34 I
Bills Receivable .............. ..... .
748 69 ’
Interest and Rents . .............
32.270 191
All other Assets ...... ..............
28.638 80

Gross Assets ........................ 86.637.677 85
Deduct Items not admitted 559,407 38

TIIE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.

Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
Stocks and Bonds ....... .......621.527.757
Cash In Office and Bank
2.389.576
Agents' Balances .................... 1.844.038
Interest and Renta ..............
92.027

50
90
73
55

Gross Assets .................. 825.853.400 68
Deduct Items not admitted .. 116,704 38
Admitted ............................. 825.736 696 30
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses .............. 81.313.945 00
Unearned Premiums .......... 6.539.836 43
•All other Liabilities .......... 8.597.088 60
Cash Capital ........................ . 3 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities . 6.265.826 27

Admitted ----------:..._............ 86.078.270 48
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1935
|
Net Unpaid Losses .................. 8375.503 T1 I
Unearned Premiums .............. 908.517 82
All other Liabilities ..................119 585 20 I
Cash Capital
..................... 1 500 000 00 | Total Liabilities * Surplus 625.736.696 30
Surplus over all Liabilities 3.174.662 75 j •Includes 87,410.246 47 Special Reserve
Total Liabilities and Surplus 86.078 270 48 1
39-T-45 1
TIIF. BALTIMORE AMERICAN INS. CO.
New York. New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
Real Estate ............................. 8122.147 90
Mortgage Loans ......................
72.500 00
Collateral Loans ..................
4.940 00
Stocks and Bonds ................. 4.595.102 23 '
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 488.585 59 >
Agents' Balances
.... 504.296 89
Interest and Rents ..............
20.067 00
All other Assets ...................... 315
42

38-S-44

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Real Estate ..................
858.250.725
Mortgage Loans ................. 66.222.088
Stocks and Bonds ............... 405.381.966
Cash in Otnee and Bank
10.405.577
Secured Agents' Balances .
119.169
Interest and Rents .........
8.741.428
Gross
Assets.
Casualty
Dept....................................... 101.722.825
All other Assets .................. 139,363,726

15
59
24
96
22
44
23
66

Gross Asset; .............. ^.... 8790.207.527
Gross Assets ......................... 85923 338 03 Deduct Itemi not admitted 2.296.535
Deduct Items not admitted
168.281 06
Admitted . ....... ................ 8787.910.991 71
LIABILITIES DEC 81. 1935
Admitted
...... 85,755.036 97
Net Unpaid Losses ............ ..
8146.471 99
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1933
Unearned Premiums ..........
3 825.160 46
Net Unpaid Losses .............. 8242.427 00 Liabilities. Casualty Dept. 70.222.829 75
Unearned Premiums .......... 2.116.120 00 All other Liabilities .......... 673.648.744 93
All other Liabilities .............. 129.023 02 Cash Capital ....................... 20.000 000 00
Cash Capital ......................... 1.500.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities 20.067.784 56
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,767,486 95
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ............
Total Liabilities and Surplus 85.755.056 97
8787.910.991
38-S-44
38-8-

thlngs that do the most to prevent it.
They are as follows:
1. The head held well up. the child
looking straight ahead when reading,
net with the head downward.
2. The book or toy held well away
from the face—14 to 18 inches.
3. In illness cr in convalescence
caution in the use of the eyes. The
muscles of the eyes are weakened then
like all other muscles of the body
end tire easily and strain.
4. Always adequate light; a room
lighted throughcut without glare.

BellansU^.
FOR INDIGESTION Efe/tey—

HERE S relief

IJ

Sore,Irritated Skin
Momma (singing)—By low, my
Wherever it is—howover broken the
baby.
Poppa— That's right, you tell him I •w^surfaco-freely apply soothing
to buy low and I'll teach him to sell;
sigh.

Resmol

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 7, 1936
That was a right smart April show
er we had yesterday.

Page Three
kobekt ii.

KIWANIS DANCE

McIntosh

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

Monday. March 30. Robert H. Me- j j
Intcsh of this city died after an ill
ness of several weeks. He was born i f
g, 4 <g> $
, in Scotland 64 years ago. and came , «
The National Union for Social Jus
j to America, and to Rockland, witli1 SI
By Chuek Cochard
tice will meet in the K. of C. hall i
| the family. He lived for many years i ^5
Continue to be headline fashion news!
Thursday night at 7:30. The public
on Thomaston street.
ms
APRIL
Hollywood.
Calif
—
The
forgotten
And here are the classic tailleurs
Is Invited.
As a boy in Scotland, he met with I)
stars of yesterday have been remem- j
an accident which made necessary |
•
'•I 1 > 2 - 3 4
bered at last.
Ralph H. Wight who has been in
the amputation of a leg above the !
5 6 7 8 9 IO II
Twelve of the former stars who >
Boston for some years has employ
. ..
. „
knee. For many years he peddled
It 13 14 15 16 17 18
stood at the peak of popularity in ... ,
.
ment in Bristol, Pa., where his bro
,
fish for a livelihood and many will
the
pioneer
days
of
motion
pictures
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
ther, Prank, is located.
remember hls familiar figure on j
have been given contracts by Metro- [
26 27 28 29 30 .'
crutches getting on and off the:
Goldwyn -Mayer.
Pales Circle, Ladies of the GA.R .
wagon and calling at the homes of
Recognition of the pioneer stars
meets Friday, with afternoon sewing,
1 hls customers.
followed a movement recently begun
box lunch and an evening business
He Is survived by a sister, Mrs.j
by Louis B. Mayer to give prefer
session, at the home of Mrs. Mary
j George Hersey of Bar Harbor, and by I
ences in casting character roles.
Rogers.
nieces and nephews who live in an- j
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Strangely, all of them have re
[ other state. Many years ago Robert I
April 9-10—High School minstrel show
mained ln pictures since their days
Miriam Rebekah lodge will observe
In auditorium.
1 joined Pleasant Valley Grange and
April
10—Thomaston—High
School
of stardom, but most of them have
annual
charter
members
night
to

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange i
play. "And Mary Did." In Watts hall.
been appearing in "extra" and “small
April 1U—Good Friday
night. and there will be degree work.
always enjoyed the meetings and
He
April 10—Kents Hill Club meets at
bit" roles.
Town hall. Owls Head
The usual afternoon card party and
I had the friendship and respect of hls 1
April 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
The twelve placed under contract j fellow Patrons.
Orange neats with Meguntlcook Orange, supper at 3:15 will be held.
include Florence Lawrence, the beau
Camden
I He was possessor of a voice of
April 11—Warren—8peclal town meet
tiful original "Biograph Girl'* of
Fifty members of Golden Rod ■
ing at Town house.
great strength and sweetness and
April 12—Easter.
more than a quarter of a century
whenever and wherever he sang he
April
12 Warren—Easter
cantata. Chapter motored to Union Friday
ago; King Baggot. leading male star j
"Christ Triumphant" at Baptist Church. night to visit Orient Chapter. Sup
was obliged to respond to encore
April
12 Warren Easter
cantata.
and director twenty years ago and
"Song of Triumph" at Congregational per was followed by an excellent
j after encore. Hls many admirers are
Church.
who had appeared in more than 300
The
firm in the belief that had he reApril 15-17—School festival tn High presentation of degree work.
pictures prior to 1918.
School auditorium
visitors felt they were royally enter
1 celved proper training he could have
April 15-20— Augusta—Maine Metho
Helene Chadwlch. a Ooldwyn star
tained.
dist conference.
j won distinction.
16 years ago; Flora Finch, who be
April 18—Baptist Men's League meets.
Robert McIntosh was honest, kind
April 17—Thomaston—"The Smiling
gan her screen career with D. W.
Sixpence" by grade pupils.
Local anglers yesterday were gaz
and cheerful He never enjoyed ro
April 19—Patriots Day.
Griffith 30 years ago: Lillian Rich,
April 20- Patriots Day golf tournament ing enviously into the window of the
bust health, he had very little of
early Vitagraph star: Naomi Child
at Brunswick
.
Crie
Hardware
Co.
where
was
disworldly goods and only the most ele
Aprl' 2J- Minstrel show and revue nt
ers, most beautiful of the early Gold
Park Theaf? aponsored by fit Bern- played a salmon weighing 4*4 pounds
mentary education but he met life's
wyn stars; Mahlon Hamilton, a stage
“rAprlFl27_Musical and dramatic enter- ‘ and measuring 22 inches over all.
hardships bravely and those who
idol with Charles Frohman and
Xnnonniverbiii7t' vZtJy’"’00*"* °°'
! The lucky fisherman was Arthur
knew him loved and admired him as
Maxine Elliott, and later a popular
May 1 12 to 9 301 Educational Club Getehell. who had the further disa truly splendid and heroic individual.
meets at Grand Army hall
silent film star.
tinction of yanking the first salmon
F L 8. M.
May 10—Mothers Dav
Jules Cowles, ln pictures since
May 21—Aacenslou Day.
of the season.
|
May 31- Whitsunday
1910; Robert Wayne, former stage
June 9—Republican National Conven
CAMDEN
tion opens tn Cleveland.
star
who made hls flnt film venture
Pleasant Valley Orange prize win
June 9-11 Annual convention Q.A R
in 1915; Barbara Bedford and Jack
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
ners at the beano party Friday night
Gray. All of the old-time stars ni-v
E R P"*™11- has bw‘n confined , 1
June 15—Primary Election.
i
„
.
. .
,
June
16—Camden—Whitehall
Inn ' were Raymond Anderson, Leiana
will receive important supporting to thc hou* by Uhl€SS DurU,B hLs!
O*j£n. 19-21—Annual encampment of Blackington. Frederick Bartlett and
absence, Albert Alley assisted in the
roles In forthcoming M.-G-Mers.
the Maine Department. Veterans of Mrs. Clarence Wilev. The ority was
store.
Foreign Wars. In this city.
.
..
..
,
• • • •
June 26-28- Lewiston-American Le- under the direction of Mr and Mr„
Joseph E. Murray, superintendent
Ramon Novano, who has been
vention"*1 all,e<1 bodlM' hold 8UU
Myron Young. Supper was served
touring
the
Eng.lsh
provinces,
will
j
of
the Camden woolen mill, is In |
landg
°ld Home W”k ln Rocl‘" Prf(t<l,n|i the Parly under the chair‘
make hls return to pictures in the Westerly. R. I., and New York city
manship of Mrs. Raymond Anderson
technicolor production "Garden of j on business.
MORf THAN TEN'MKUON AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT-JOHNSON SHOES
Rockland Lodge. F A M , will meet and Mrs. Hazel Bartlett.
Greys, Navy, Checks, Stripes
Allah." Reports have the deal defiMr. and Mrs. Forrest Young spent
Friday night.
.nitely
closed
with
Novarro
taking
the
tlie
weekend
at
their
cottage
at
Lake
Mrs. Beatrice Bowen., Mrs. PriscilKlng Hiram's Council. R S M . sends jla Smllhi and Mrs Ella F*ye were ln
Mrs. Georgia Matthews of Thom- Anderson Camp. S. of V meets to- lead opposite Merle Oberon. Others Meguntlcook.
ln the cast Include Aubrey Smith
Benjamin C. Bubar of Danforth.
aston
is at Knox Hospital suffering morrow night,
charge
of
supper
at
the
meeting
of
its degree team to Hallowell tomor
Sizes 12 to 40
Basil Rathbone. and Tillie Losh
one of the gubernatorial candidates,
row night, where it will confer the Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thursday. from a bad fracture of the left hip
Rockland had plenty of rain and
• • • •
j will give an address Wednesday night
It was voted to conduct a rummage caused by falling on one of the stair
super-excellent master degree.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles have , at the K. of P. hall under the ausplsale at Grand Army hall Saturday, ways at Masonic Temple while at wind yesterday, and the "no school”
bell worked overtime.
started on their new picture "Earlj-; ces of the Townsend Club. The
The cruiser Quincy put back to the with Mrs. Maud Cables as chairman. tending the Maundy Thursday exer
4o
Bed."
1 lollowing Wednesday night Senator
cises
Sunday.
Members
having
rummage
to
donate
builders' yard at Fere River Sunday
Benjamin C. Bubar of Danfortn
• • • •
Fred Burkett of Union will speak.
having sustained damages on trial are asked to have it at the hall some
will address the Knox County Towns
When
Gladys
Swarthout
returns
The
public Is Invited to both meettime
Friday.
Readings
were
given
The Massachusetts Envelope Co.
which necessitated extensive repairs.
end Clubs at K P. hall tonight at 8
from New York next month after I ings.
by Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. Eliza telegraphs this paper that it is ex
o'clock.
A large attendance Is her operatic appearances she will
John T. Hughes, owner of the1
At the Rockland Lions Club meet beth Barton, and announcement was periencing difficulty in contacting promised.
Start
"The
New
Divorce
”
Hughes
woolen mill, has been con- 1
made
of
a
beano
party
for
members
customers
in
the
flood
area,
and
gives
ing tomorrow Supt. Alan P. McAlary
Jean Harlows next starring role fined to ills home on Washington
of the Camden & Rockland Water and friends on Wednesday at 7 30 at notice that all envelopes and drinkThe ice went out of Chickawaukie
durlng yesterdays storm_ Is to be in the exciting espionage street with illness,
Co. will discuss "Waterworks and the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Mills, ing cup-s purchased from that conMrs. Henry Foster has returned !
Flood Effects Upon Drinking Water.” Mrs. Inez Packard and Mrs." Eliza cern and destroyed by the flood will | carU„ than usual and three weebj fctory "Suzy." Franchot Tone will
beth Gregory will be ln charge of b: replaced free.
ahead of last year. Mirror Lake still play the male lead opposite Miss from Hanover where she has been
Socony burning oil will make your kitchen
spending several weeks with her |
English despatches say that the supper preceding the meeting Thurs
Harlow.
-------wears its winter coat.
range easier to cook on. It gives you a hot
mother.
Lindberghs will stay abroad for day night of this week.
An ordinance passed by the City
-------ter flame. And it burns evenly—without
Mrs. Sue Wyatt left yesterday for J
months. Yet we have faith to believe
Government last night prohibits pres- J The Kiwanis Club will give a pubsmoke or smudge. For prompt delivery...
Palm Sunday services at the Con
a visit In New York city.
that summer will not have said fare
ence or participation on the part of he dance next Monday night at
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertained
well without finding them at North gregational Church were unusually children under 16 at the local prize Temple hall and will devote the enimpressive. Palms were used for dec
the Lend-A-Hand Club Monday
Haven.
fights. Complaints had been made i tire proceeds to the betterment of
ci ations, and were also distributed in because little girls and little boys had j the underprivileged local child,
night at her home on Elm street.
Rehearsals are going merrily on for the pews. The church was almos.
Mrs. Harriet Sukeforth has rebeen active at the Rockland Athletic
the minstrel show and revue spoil- • filled, and the lighted symbols of the
—i turned from Boston.
Heavy blasting on Crockett's Point
C.ub.
cored by St. Bernard^ parish and, Ccmrades of the Way formed an lmThe Congregational Good Cheer
_____
tb*-s morning did not mean that on?1
the time a youngs'ter of today
glven at Park Theatre April 23. To'presslve setting for the services o',
a
Thu-dav communion1 °' °Ur out’>osU was beln« “P'^ed reaches Uie
of slx yeMS or Class will be entertained tonlgh^ at J
U K Lld’,l the cTnzrega-11
dernoIiUon of an old .hereabouts hla serin,.< xlura
give Just a hint as to the excellency of baptism and reception into mamberthe home of Mrs. Hale Handley.
furnish R,one fQr g thereabouts, hls serious rducation Knowlton street with Mrs. Handley ;
the show. Aime Beaudoin is acting as ship. Three infants and 15 young service will be held at the Congrega , hme.kHn
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
begins. He is partially removed from
musical director and Ben Dowling is I people were baptized, and these 15 tional Church Thursday evening a: WKA prOject
the watchful eyes of hls parents and Mrs. Herbert Inman, hostesses.
7.30.
Rev.
Mr.
Olds
will
preach
a
_____
Camden Lodge, K. P. met last ]
with six others were received into the
slated as interlocutor.
and Is placed for an important period
membership of the church on confes short communion sermon and the
The Woman's Foreign Missionary of lhe day ln charge of Ua(..herg. „ night. Following the meeting, beano j
A gold watch stolen frem the home sion of faith. The list of those re Lord's Supper will be served to all Society of M E. Church will meet
a toUUy new ufe for your ch!ld was enjoyed.
of Mrs. Oross on State street last ceived into membership follows: Mary who wish to join in this commemora with Mrs. Henry Lurvey. 85 Mason.: Qne of
and ^n^uon.
Mrs. Ada Dyer is visiting relatives
Friday was recovered by Special Small, Eleanor Ames. Eleanor Bar tive spiritual feast.
street Thursday. Mrs. Ralph Clartt I Qf enormous vlsUal tasks, tasks con- in Hanover. During her absence.
Officer Forrest Hatch. A lad of 13. j nar(i Margaret Dunton. Priscilla
ar.d her circle will be in charge of I sumlng nerve energy. It is a period Mrs. Katherine Dow is assisting at
A New Hosiery Color
The City Government voted last the iprogram.
already under probation, was found Lovejoy, Fred Harden. Richard Har
the
Public
Library.
of mental adaptation for your child
to be tihe thief, and was taken to the den. Russell Hewett. Maizie Joy. June night to begin work on the sea wall at
Mrs. Flo.a Boardman and Esten
(> A lively sunburn shad?
as well as a time of adjustment tor
State School ln South Portland today Cook, Albert Pease, Leroy Brown. the city dump. The granite abutThe expected appointment of a paBoardman of Waldoboro were guests
hls
eyes.
to wear with grey or blue
by City Marshal Richardson and, jgelen Whittemore, Lillian Pendleton.. ment
wlll bethecontinued
Thomas.
point where
Perry wallfrom
ends the
to! Twosp" ciarpoUcemTn were^named’n'ls chan«e in the chlld's llfe may I XStmiX s^t
suits
or with white, yellow anl
Otlicer Hatch.
Anna Taylor. Celia Crowley, Nancy
dusty blues for summer.
Snow. Barbara Derry. William Karl. the end of the Bicknell wharf It b George W Stevens for the Thorndiks ,10tby and " Past Noble Grands night will be
W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at 2.33 Robert Crnne and Laura Pomroy. The understood that the work will b? & Hix property; and Oeorge Jackson *ri0'*s- bu w
' 8 y
the tasks increase, troubles and de- j observed Wednesday by Maiden Cliff
with Mrs Alice Kittredge. 30 Chestnut children baptized were Barbara Anne done by the Snow Marine Co.
for the American Legion hall.
fects develop, for which you do not Rebekah Lodge and th? 94th birthstreet. Program subject, "Christian Boynton. Anne Marie Whalen and
always detect the right cause Ute ; day anniversary of Sister Eliza Jones
Citizenship," with Mrs. Mary Perry Carl Francis Moffett.
Rev Corwin H Olds will be the
Special! For Easter week only—
aim of the school Is to develop vigor of Rockport, the oldest member of
310 MAIN ST., RO( KLAND
Rich, leader. Mrs. Rich's well known
uneeUl sneaker at The Salvation 20': discount on all Women s Dresses. •
' ’y
speaker
Alfreds
mlnd and bod> ' and 11 a®61”5 that the lodge, will also be observed. All
ability as a speaker Insures an in
The annual school festival for the special
Wednesday at 7.30, sizes „8 to 42-18’, to
Alfreds
Army fnnteht.
tonight. Wednesday
members are urged to be present
spiring address. It is expected that benefit of the Parent-Teaclier As p. m. the Bath 8alvation Army Band | Perry, 7 Limerock street.-adv.
and each one is asked to take some
is frequently overlooked.
all members who possibly can will sociation, will take place at the High
will give a sacred concert at the Sa
thing for the sunshine basket which
A
definite
idea
of
the
kind
of
attend. Interested friends are in School auditorium April 15-17. Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
ration Army hall In Rockland —
We wish to expreiu. alncere thanks and eyes that future men ana women are will be presented to Mrs. Jones There
vited to come in.
Rogers, efficient supervisor of public Brigadier Trew chairman. Major rppteclatlon to each and every one for
CUSHING
their kindness In our bereavement. Al to possess can be gained by examin will be an entertainment and re
school music. Is directing, with the
for the beautiful flowers.
freshments will be served.
The fertile brain of Wilbur Senter aid of the various teachers, and the Walter Philips vocal soloist. Admis soFrank
ing
the
ocular
condition
of
the
W Waterman. Edna L. WaierMr and Mrs. Silas Watts of War
mn. Mrs P. M Leadbetter and Einett school children of today. At least
and the skilled hands of Lewis Rokes cast will embrace children of the sion 15 cents.
ren
passed Sunday at thetr Vinal's
E. Whitmore.
•
If anyone thinks throwing a dollar
co-operated last week to produce a
25% of school children have defec
grade schools. While the order of
Point cottage.
All
Kent's
Hill
friends
and
former
372
feet
is
a
record,
they
ought
to
see
remarkably attractive novelty displaytive vision, resulting largely from
CARD OF THANKS
presentation is not yet determined, it students, husbands and wives arc
Mrs Fannie Freeman Is recovering
We wish to thank neighbors, friends
system at the Senter Crane store
the continued use of unhygienic con how far some of the dollars have gone
and
orders
for
their
many
acts
of
kind

will be ln three parts, one for each called upon U> r*Ny
from
a week's illness.
Ehe
Tpwn
hall.
________
________
that
we
have
loaned
—
Ohio
State
ness during our recent bereavement, also ditions as lighting. Defective vision
which is making a decided hit. Some
night. For one night pupils of the Cwl's Head Friday for a meeting of . for the bcauttful floral tributes.
Journal.
The
towfi assessors. Silas Hyler,
50 feet long., the case occupies a top
is usually progressive and it is found
... v.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith
McLain school will present the ’ the Kent s .....
Hill Club. Fish chow del
Thomaston
Riley Davis and Nelson Spear, are
space on the southern side of the
to
a
greater
extent
among
older
chil

operetta "The Palace of Careless supper at 7. 50 cents a plate. Enter
engaged In listing civic property for
store with a series of shadow boxes
dren. It may often seriously handi
ness”; on another night pupils of the tainment features will be the school
taxation purposes.
cut in at regular intervals, display
cap him In later life. Improper and
South End schools. Purchase Street, songs and cheers led by Gilbert Laite
Mrs. Lora Olson was hostess Friday
ing merchandise under very strong
inadequate
lighting
causes
eyeCrescent Street and Grace Street, of Camden; George Wong and his]
night to Helpful Club Mrs Mildred
white light contrasting sharply with
strain
and
results
ln
disorders
that
will put on "Aunt Drusilla's Garden"; dog; Prof, and Mrs. J. O. Newton and
Marshall will have the group at her
the shadowed face of the structure
may be permanent.
and on still another night the re Principal and Mrs . Hincks
The
home the coming Friday.
Wc have worked nearly a
maining schools will entertain, Ben Kents Hill trio will furnish music for
AND
Rummage sale at G.A.R. hall Satur
William McNamara has been visit
BORN
year to give you Beautiful
ner Hill to present a varied program. dancing. Several of the present stu
day. 9 o'clock. Auspices Edwin Libby
ing several days at his home in
MARTEL- At Rockland. April 4. to Mr
Camden Street School a patriotic dent body will be guests.
Lilies for Easter and they ARE
and Mrs Leo Martel, a son. Leo
42-43
Thomaston where he was joined by
Relief Corps.
Tbomaa.
program entitled “Old Glory," Tyler
just right. Grown in Rorkland
! his sister. Mrs. William Boynton, of
Established 1840
The Courier-Gazette had a pleas
Remember! 300 pairs of shoes nt School a playlet “When Betsy Ross
Mlddleboro,
Mass
.
who
has
been
they
are free from the bruises
DIED
Licensed Embalmers and
One of the most urgent of
BLETHEN -At Rockland. April 6. Oscar
$1. Free! With every suit or topcoat Made Old Glory," and The High ant call this morning from Clarence
j
guest
of
friends
there
and
in
War

Attendants
of
travel.
Handled by expert i
human needs is the necessity
Kraklne Blethen. aged 37 years. 9
sold! A new hat or your choice of lands School an operetta which will A. Day, extension editor of the Col
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer ren.
months. 25 days.
Funeral services
for
ambulance
service
when
they
roach
your church or
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Frankfort
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
shirt and tie. Free! With each pair bring into full play the rhythm band lege of Agriculture. Mr Day prior to
Harry Young plowed a plot of land
and
where
an
emergency
ex

Church
home
or
friend
in the best
cf Polly Preston shoes, a pair of Rol which has won commendable men this appointment was county agent
about ten days ago and several resi
TRASK—At Atlantic. April 2. Napoleon
Day or Night Telephone
ists. Our modern ambulance
tion.
Tickets
which
will
be
on
sale
possible
condition.
An early
in
the
Augusta
district,
and
the
arti

B. Trask, aged 74 years
lins Runstcphoslery. Free! With
dents in tlie north part of the town
is instantly at your command,
RICHARDS- At
Rockport.
April
5.
450
order
wilt
as-.urc
you
the size
each pair of Florshcims 2 pairs of very soon will be priced at a small cles which lie now prepares for the
have planted peas. Tlie cold weather
Melvina, wife of Edward L. Richards,
any minute, day or night.
Representatives in all large cities and snow of the past week have not
aged 81 years
Funeral at the resi
Rollins Men’s Sox! At Blacking- figure to make it possible for every press are based on the experience
plant
you
want.
Simply telephone 662. Rock
dence Wednesday at 2 p. m.
in the United States and Canada
one to do hls bit in contributing to which comes to a tiller of the soil
ton's.—adv.
Turnlshed much inspiration to early
VINAL—At Warren. April 5. Jane Frances
land.
the notable work done by the Parent- rather than theory. His department
Let Us Serve You
widow of William O. Vinal. aged 92
AMBULANCE
farming.
years.
5
months.
7
days
Funeral
Radio? "There is nothing finer Teacher Association In the way of just now is vitally concerned with
from the residence Wednesday at 1 30
Mrs. Nora Ulmer spent Sunday at
Service is Instantly available.
o'clock.
than a Stromberg-Carlson." Maine supplying milk to undernourished the educational work necessary in
Experienced attendants on dutv. her home, resuming her duties at W.
children
as
well
as
meeting
other
connection
with
the
Soil
Conserva

Music Co.
33-tf
CARD OF THANKS
F. Flint's after a brief visit.
FLOWER SHOP
Day or Night Telephone
{ Deepfelt gratitude la expressed to
needs among children of school age. tion ond Domestic Allotment act,
G. A. Robbins has been appointed
I Arey-Heal Post. A. L. of Camden and to
TEL. 318-1V
Saturday, in Lewiston, there will be
the WPA workere of Rockport for the
450
Yellow cornmeal has more vitamin
notary public.
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL.
662
beautiful
flowers
and
kindly
assistance
Spring is here. Drive a clean car a meeting of the county agents from
361 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
A than white, but otherwise Ihe food
42-44
Housecleaning fever is fast becom
at the time of our sorrowful loss of
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND husband and lather.
20-tf ing an epidemic among the townsvalue is about the same if tlie grind Washed for 79 cents at Firi proof Ga Western Maine. Meetings will sub
Mrs James Whitney and family
rage.
*
40-52
sequently b; held in various towns.
Rockport
ing process is the same.
Tqtnta
Lucien K. Oreen has been in Newj
York selecting goods for Easter.

Senler Crane Cem^ang

MONDAY NIGHT
APRIL 13

TAILORED SUITS

TALK OF THE TOWN

346 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

ENDICOTT JOHNSON

$9.75

$14.50

$19.50

“SOCONY BURNING OIL

GIVES MORE HEAT.
...Keeps Kitchens Clean!”

CALL 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

BLACKINGTON’S

Ko 11 i'M

Wxh

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

“SILSBY’S”

Russell Funeral Home

‘ A. '-•* ?? 1
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project under the direction of (Mrs
Clifford Dennison.
Mrs. Henry Crockett who recently
The social held at the home of Mrs
underwent a surgical operation in a Elizabeth Babb Friday night was well
Massachusetts hospital, has returned attended despite the heavy rain and
home and is recuperating satisfac a tidy sum was earned for the benefit [
torily.
of the Forget-me-not Chapter OES
Mr and Mrs W. T. Wlggin have Improvement Society.
Mrs Albert Davis recently enter- j
returned to North Jay after making
a long visit with Mr Wiggin s mother talned several youngsters and their'
Mrs Lizzie Wlggin.
mothers in honor of her daughter '
Miss Ethel Holbrook has been visit Constance’s second birthday annlverj
ing her mother ln Winthrop several sary.
Stanton Sleeper is at hls home here
days.
Miss Mary Sleeper of Gorham Nor after spending 21 months in the OCC
'
mal School ls spending a ten days' Camp near Patten.
Benjamin C. Bubar will speak
vacation with her parents. Mr. and
Thursday night in the Grange hall
Mrs. A. P. Sleeper
Mrs
Helen Rackllff returned on "The Townsend Plan." Dancing
will follow the lecture. Everyone is [
Tuesday from visiting her son Har
urged to attend and there will be no
old and family ln Bucksport
charge
Wessaweskeag Grange is
At the Grange meeting Wednesday
night Alton Wooster and William giving the use of its hall.
Benjamin Wlggin has returned
Nupia were initiated into first and
second degrees
Next Wednesday home after spending the winter as
night four candidates will be given steward on a tanker ln New York
Mark Stone has employment as
the third and fourth degrees with an
I cook on a McLoon lobster smack.
accompanying harvest feast.
Village schools reopened yesterday
The church bell was a welcome
’
after
a five weeks' vacation.
sound Sunday morning, indicating

SOUTH THOMASTON

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
I

RED LABEL

BROWN LABEL

America’s finest quality | High quality, low price

"SALADA
TEA

207

and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer. for a
few days.
Helen Levensaler visited Thursday
Lincoln Pomona meets next Tues
nt the home of Celia Teague.
day with Maple Grange.
E D. Mank. who ls 111, ls being at
tended by Dr. Pierpont of Washing
BURKETTVILLE
ton.
Sadie Davis returned home Satur- j Vivian Rowell has employment in
day after passing the winter at Wood • the telephone office at West Appleton.
fords.
Mrs. Harry' Edgecomb. who has
Lucy Clarry, who was at the Poster
Mank home for several weeks, has re-i been ill with influenza is much im
proved.
turned to Union.
Myron Mank and family of Rock-1 Medomak Valley Grange has re
land were visitors Sunday at the home' sumed its meetings on Saturday
nights and conferred degrees on sev
of Ellsworth Mank
Dennis Feyler of Peyler'a Corner eral candidates at its latest session
ls a patient at State Street Hospital., Miss Hazel Hart ls home after
completing two years duty as tele
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Reverdy Carroll of phone operator in the West AppleUnion were guests Sunday at the ton exchange.
Miss Ruth Mitchell visited friends
Chester Duncan home.
Joan Burnheimer, student at Bates In Boston recently enroute to NewCollege, is visiting her parents. Mr Haven where she has employment.

NORTH WALDOBORO

'

'

1

Sunday School was reopened after
being closed for several months.
Alfred Young of Bath was calling
on relatives here Saturday.
Mr.
Young has employment at the Bath
Iron Works.
Eighteen women attended the
meeting of Parm Bureau in the
Orange hall Thursday and report
that ''Let's Fix It." was a helpful

'
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SANTA CRUZ

WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Bernice Nutt ls home from
Oorham Normal school for the Easter
recess
Mrs. Gordon Smith and daughter
Cynthia of Eastport are spending the
school vacation with Mrs. Smith's
father. T J Carroll at Mount Pleas
ant.
Mr and Mrs Paul Young of Orono
were recent callers at the home of
their sister Mrs. J F Heal.
Ralph Thorndike and Will Counce
are tearing down the bam on the
Walter Wheeler place which Mr
Thorndike recently bought. Thev
will move into the house after it ls
vacated by Oliver Holden and family
Mrs. Henry Keller and daughters
Dorothy and Arlene passed the week
end with her parents Mr and Mrs
Charles Maxcv at Olencove and attended the Ferrin-Booth services at
Rockland.
Miss Almee Karl of Rockland spent
Sunday afternoon with Sylvia Heald
and Charlene Heald while her par
ents were at their farm here.

FANCY—ALL GREEN

ASPARAGUS
1’ OZ OC
CAN

25c

••••••

SANTA CRUZ
CLEAN—FULL LEAF

SPINACH
27 OZ M C
can 15c

fyS'Ct VO Ufa

NATION-WIDE
STORE
TRADITION SAYS EGGS, OF COURSE
FOR EASTER, AND MOST OF THE

SPLENDID

FAMILY WILL VOTE FOR HAM TOO.

PEAS
10 OZ CAN 17c

BAKERS

OUR EGGS ARE ALL GUARANTEED
ASK FOR OUf

STRICTLY FRESH.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON

HAM—EGGS—BACON

LA TOURAINE—YOU MIGHT AS WELL HAVE THE BEST

COFFEE

PURE rcct>

COLORS,

sftaAt.25c

....

MILD WHOLE MILK FLAVOR—AGED JUST RIGHT

CHEESE..........................................

23c

BAKERS—PREMIUM COOKING

y Wtinkcke
’‘5cdCrt

s-~T3T—N.

CHOCOLATE

2 ca«s 28c

.

NATION-WIDE—SEVEN FLAVORS—QUICK SETTING

ICE CREAM

GELATINE DESSERTS
EASTER ECCS

. 4

rkg$19c

THREE CROW—FOR BEST BAKING RESULTS

CREAM TARTAR

.

.

Vo"

10c

20 OZ
CANS

29c

SWEET MIXED

PICKLES
NICE end CRISP
FULL
OT

25c

SILVER SLICE—FANCY, WHOLE SECTIONS

GRAPEFRUIT .

.

.

!

SANTA CRUZ—SLICED or HALVES

EASTER
CHOCOLATES
SOFT end HARD CENTERS

box

27 OZ
CAN

19c

.

»OZ
JAR

15c

RAISINS ....

PKGS

25c

.

>/« LB
PKG

10c

....

1 LB
PKGS

15c

PEACHES

••••••

49c

RICHsm?PEAvy

SEIDNER'S— IMPROVES THAT SALAD

MAYONNAISE .
SEEDED or SEEDLESS

DUNHAM'S—SHREDDED

COCOANUT

••••••

MARASCHINO
STYLE

,

.

CONFECTIONER'S

SUGAR

CHERRIES
3bSt2

9c

STALEY'S

<-

CREAM CORN STARCH
NATION-WIDE

Sunshine

TEA

CREAM
LUNCH
Crackers

■

FORMOSA OOLONG

Vi LB PKG

2 pm 19c
IRAN6E PEKOE

27c - tt LB PKG 31c

NATION-WIDE

PURE VANILLA ,

2 OZ
BOT

17c

n, pk«

FULL OT if E
CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER
ALE
(Pin Depoalt) Iw1
UNEQUALLED FOR RICH FLAVOR

CHOCOLATE CROWNS
CHOCOLATE COVERED
MARSHMALLOW COOKIES

with jelly CENTFR

BAKER’S Breakfait COCOA
Listen to Frances Lee Barton's "Kitchen Party" on the air
every Friday Afternoon, N.B.C. Network

NATION-WIDE SERVICE

Mrs. Georgia Matthews, a former
resident of this town, now of Thomaston. is a patient at Knox Hospital
suffering from a fractured hip. Mrs.
Matthews fell Sunday afternoon on
the stairs ln Masonic Temple. Rockland where she had been attending
Maundy Thursday exercises in cornpany with Mr. and Mrs. John Stahl
of Camden, with whom she had been
visiting. She was treated by Dr. H.
J. Weisnian and then removed to
the hospital where it is reported she
Is resting comfortably.
The BNO Club met Thursday
night at the home of Mrs. Oertrude
Morong. Monopoly was the pastime
of the hour, with Mrs Maurice Wood
M the winner. Those present were:
Mrs Albert Korptnen of Rockland.
Miss Marlon Poland. Camden; Miss
Virginia Noyes, Mrs. Maurice Wood
and Mrs. Beatrice Richards. Sand
wiches cake and punch were served.
The next meeting of the Club will
be at the home of Miss Marion Po
land ln Camden.
Mr and Mrs Albert Rhodes spent
Saturday ln Portland
Mr and Mrs. Lester Havener, who
have been visiting hls mother. Mrs.
Gertrude Havener the past week, re
turned Sunday to Portsmouth. Their
daughter Gertrude, who came here
with them will remain for a longer
visit.
Sara Simonton. R. N. Is a patient
at Knox Hospital where Friday she
underwent an appendix operation.
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon at the j
home of Mrs William E. Whitney.
Mrs Judson Young of Matinicus
was weekend guest of Mrs Minnie Crozier.
Maynard Graffam returned Sunday to Milo jfter spending the
weekend at hls home on Mechanic ,
street.
Melvina, wife of Edward L. Rich
ards. aged 81 died suddenly Sunday
at her home on Plpasarlt ,trpet Besides the husband she leaves one son. |
Irvin Fields of this town, and three
daughters. Mrs Eva Pierce. Mrs Lou
Sheldon, and Mrs. Ethel Herstrom.
all of Boston. Funeral services will
be conducted at the home Wednes
day at 2 p m.

WEST HOPE

••••••

EARLY JUNE VARIETY

ROCKPORT

GROCERS

Patriotic Exercises
Grand Army Day was approprlateLucretia Pushaw has returned I ly observed by the Fred A Norwood
home from Union where she has WJIC
nlght m connef.
been engaged as nurse for Mrs. Mar- „on wllh ,u reguUr meellng Edwln
tha Austin and infant son. Robert
UW)y Po6t Q A R members were

Mrs W. Wellman had as recent speCial guests and each Corps memdinner guests Mrs Clarence Payson j bcr „ as privileged to invite one.
and Mrs Vanda Wentworth
The program opened with the slngMr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis and I ing of "America." the flag salute
children and Mrs Eva Wellman of | and American's Creed Distinguished
Rockland were callers at C. E. Well- guests escorted into the hall and
man's home recently. Mrs Curtis given honors were: Com Allen Kelley
presented her uncle with an attrac- of Rockland; department commandtlve birthday cake.
I er S.U.V.. I. Leslie Cross; national

Red Cross Aids 100,000 Families
In Flood - Stricken Eastern Area

Left—A ton of baby food and blankets for Infant flood refugees at Sunbury,
Pa., sent by air. Upper right—Saddened by their plight little orphans of
the storm sup at Red Crott food station In Pittsburgh. Lower right—Warm
clothing was needed In Pittsburgh when zero weather followed floods.
HE appalling floods that swept places. Trucks with water, medl-‘
over eastern states during the cine, food, clothing were rushed into'1
towns. Amateur radio opera
middle of March caused the Amerimany

can Red Cross to take und^r its tors told the outside world over
care more than 100,000 families in short wave sets what the true con
thirteen States. Pennsylvania was ditions were.
Within a few days the Red Cross
hardest hit, and in the cities of
Pittsburgh and Johnstown the Red had more fhan 200 relief workers
Cross either ted, sheltered or and 200 Red Cross nurses ln all of
clothed 117,000 persons. The suffer the communities ln the thirteen
ing was Intense, because added to States which had suffered from
deluges of flood water, came rain, flood waters.
snow and intense cold.
Admiral Cary T. Grayson, Chair
Many cities and towns were cut man, notified President Roosevelt,
off for 48 hours or more from com who Is President of the Red Cross,
munication with the outsido world, that a relief fund of at least $3,000,both in Pennsylvania and in Con 000 would be needed. President
necticut The Red Cross used air Roosevelt addressed a proclamation
planes to rush medical supplies into to the nation asking for liberal con
afflicted towns, and to' drop food tributions. When double the number
supplies from tlo skies over other of families came under care of the

T

WHITE HEAD
Mrs H W Andrews who for the
past ten weeks has been receiving
treatment in Portsmouth. N H. re
turned Wednesday to Norton's Island
somewhat improved in health.
Mrs. A. J. Beal and Miss Eleanor
Beal of the Light were business visi
tors Friday ln Rockland
L. R. Dunn, officer-ln-charge of
the U. S Coast Guard here, who has
been ill In Rockland several weeks, is
making good recovery.
Mrs L. B Beal is guest of her
mother. Mrs H. W Andrews at Nor
ton's Island for several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Beal were in Rock
land last Saturday on business.
Edward Feyler of Thomaston has j
returned to Rackliffe Island for the
summer.
Carleton Anderson who recently
came to the local Coast Guard serv- i
ice from Cape Elizabeth, visited at '

Mr and Mrs Oeorge Rounds are delegate. S.U.V.. Ernest M. Torrey, hls home there on 48-hour liberty.
visiting their mother. Mrs Vanda j past department instituting and in- Friday and Saturday
Wentworth.
| stalling officer and department ' Mr and Mrs. William Davis ar- ]
chairman of Child Welfare Commit- on Rackliffe Island where they wil!
Recent dinner guests at Lucretia,
Pushaw's home were Mrs Frank tee- Cacllda Caln: past department make their home the coming season.
Otto Olsen former resident here,
Orassow. Mrs C. Orassow. Mrs Ora President. Ladies of the OAR LilMerrifield and son. Mrs Gretchen llan Uncoln; PMt department presl- who has been at the Portsmouth (N.
Payson and children of East Union, dent National WR.C. Emma L. H ) Hospital for a short time, is now
at Cape Elizabeth with friends. His
Mrs Chloe Mills and Mrs J M Torrey. Rev. Forrest F. Fowle acted
health is much improved.
j
as
chaplain.
Pushaw of South Hope.
Pleasing instrumental numbers
MINTURN
were given by Clarence Fish, trumpet
SWAN’S ISLAND
i and Vere Crockett, trombone with
Mrs. Albra Stanley and children
Mrs G F Currier, accompanist; voThe Methodist Ladies' Aid met cal solos, by Oeorge Fowle and Ernest who have been visiting Mr and Mrs.
Thursday Afternoon with Mrs Sadis Crockett Mattie Russell, accompanist Warren Staples, have returned home.
James Tinker is making improve
Gross.
and Mrs. G. F. Currier with Mrs
ments
on his new home.
Nellie
Magune
accompanist;
original
Those from out of lown who at
Fremont Stanley and Lewis Bridges
tended the funeral of Napoleon B poem by Mrs. Louise Dunbar; violin
Trask were Austin Joyce of Norwood. solo. Capt. Ernest Torrey, with Mat- are at home after spending the win
ter in COC camps.
R I., Mrs. Edgar .Smith of Portland. tie Russell at the piano.
Mrs. Edith Matthews, accompanied
Remarks were then made by the
Mrs. Emery Barbour ant, Shirley
by Oeorge Matthews and Mrs. Zelda
various
guests
and
adjournment
Barbour of Rockla’-d
Morrison, arrived home Thursday.
Mrs Edgar Smith of Portland was made to the dining hall for the an
Mrs. Theodore McHenan is able to
guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Ferd nual camp fire and refreshments. be out after her recent illness.
The
pleasing
program
was
carried
Morse.
Mrs. Austin Sprague is ill.
out under the able direction of LinMiss Frances Wilson is the first
Mrs. Hiram Stanley has had the
thel Lane, patriotic instructor.
arrival of the summer colony, having
grippe
recently taken up residence at her
The Sunday school pupils are prac
SOUTHJWARREN
cottage.
ticing for an Easter concert.
Mrs. George Mathews who has
Mrs. Ida Poland of Loudvllle was
Earthworms are not sensitive to
been a patient in Fairfield Sana recent dinner guest at the L. R. Buck
red light; therefore, red glass or red
torium for several years, returned lin home.
paper should be used ln a flash
home Thursday. Although her con
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Counce of New
dition Ls improved she will return to castle spent Wednesday at M. P. light when hunting them at night.
the sanatorium for additional treat Orne’s.
ments. Mrs. Mathews was accom
Mrs. Rosa Cutting has returned
KNOW THE
panied home by her mother, Mrs. from Portland where she passed th?
FACTS
Warren Staples and nurse. Mrs. winter at the Everett Chambers. Her
Zulda Morrison, who are now caring son Edward accompanied her home
for her.
and remained for a few days' visit.
• 3 • •
A. R. Jordan is preparing to build
Napoleon B. Trask ’
his alewive weir.
Napoleon B. Trask, 74. died Thurs
Mrs. Irene Levensaler of Rockland
day morning at his home in Atlantic. has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Although Mr. Trask had been ln fail Blanche Simmons.
ing health for several years, his last
Illness was of only a few days' duraTelia it a glance all you need lo
LIBERTY
know to intelligently answer that
! tion. Residents here knew him as
oft-repeated question:
Mrs Ruby Holt has returned home
"Bonnie," admired his sunny dlsposi••Where IsThe Money Coming From'
; tion and respected his upright char- after spending a part of the winter A complete financial analysis ol sources
of revenue and methods of operation
i acter. He was a member of the Bap with her son, W aldo, in Portland.
based on authentic facts and figures.
tist Church.
Mrs. M. L. Knowlton and Mrs. J. The most convincing document un the
He is survived by his wife. Adelia; P. Sanford attended the Farm Bu soundness and feasibility of THE
TOWNSEND PLAN ever compiled.
one son, Leland; one brother. John reau training class held Saturday in Mailed postpaid on receipt of J1.00
SEND
FOR YOURS TODAY — be
j of Massachusetts; and two daughters, Belfast for study of “Bread Mak
lure of your facts and figures when you
Mrs. Maynard Herrick of Atlantic ing.”
discuss th’« t”-- —!,t,
Dr. and Mrs. Franz Leyonborg
i and Mrs. Charles Harding of Bern] ard.
were visitors the past week in Rock Utf coupon below or print name and address
plainly on paper and send with O.\ E DOLLAR
Funeral services were held Satur- land.
— nov______________________
I day from the residence and were con
Mrs J. W. Harriman is visiting her RESEARCH PUBLISHING CO.,
P. O. Box 664, Boston, Mass.
ducted by Rev. Neil Bosfield. The brother in Reading, Mass.
Enclosed find $1.00. Send me the Tonnsend
The “better attendance" contest Plan
bearers were Herman Staples. Free
Pact Chart described above.
man Staples. Roscoe Joyce and being conducted at the Baptist Name.. ... -.. ..................... ■ »
■■ ■—
Cleveland Trask. Many beautiful Church will close next Sunday. On St. & No.----------------------- - --- -----------Palin Sunday there were 04 present. VtTT & STAT8......
flowers embanked the casket.
....... ..

Red Cross than had been antici
pated, Admiral Grayson urged that
this three million dollar fund be ex
ceeded by Chapters. Many respond
ed by doubling and trebling their
goals.
Citizens were urged to contribute
lo their local Red Cross Chapters.
After the flood emergency passed,
the Red Cross prepared to res tom
seedy families to their homes and
anticipated that their workers would
uot conclude the relief Job for sev
eral months.

^COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
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8
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l5

m
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17
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0

15

2b

30

Si

31

34
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2b

25

17

3b

0

35
3$

38

44

4b

4b

47

Ml

1

49

MX

Mi

4b

50

HORIZONTAL (Cont.), VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
44-An American Indian 11-Even (contr.)
1-Feathered animal
45- Containing most
12-Magiatrate of
5-Firat man
meat
ancient Romo
9-A Hebrew month
18—Child's hat
46- Ventilatea
10-An insect
13-An emperor of Rome 47-Streeta (abbr.)
29- lndeflnite article
48-A bearing (Her.)
22- Mineral spring
14- Alluded to
I49-Pitched
23- Bank official
15- Make a misstep
50-Never (contr.)
25- Mental power neces
16- Consumea
sary to form ideas
17- Firat letter of a
VERTICAL
26- A naval title (abbr.)
word (pl.)
19-Sorrowful
1- Nude
30- Make a mistake
2-Opimon
21- Musical note
31- Decoratee
32- Scandmavlan myths
22- View
3- Float of logs
4- An article of furni 33- A period of time
24-Mana name
27- Parity
ture (pl.)
(abbr.)
5- Prefix. Against
28- Lair
36-Said to a cat
29- ltem in one's
S-Ran off the rails, as iLciVup ofthPe,
a train
property
7- AccetSory covering 38- Recline
32-Crude buildings
39- Snare
34- Railroad (abbr.)
of a teed
41- At thia point
35- A constellation
8-Swabs
42- lsland (Poet)
36- Agitating
10-Newly married
43- Sterling (abbr.)
woman
40-That la here present
(Solution to previous puzzlei

MONHEGAN

Id E. T A c T E D
dIo N E E
Mr and Mrs. Fred Townsend have
H ON E S
T p
p ah D E T A 1 N S>
returned home from Portland.
T
A R
A
T
1
M
U
L.
S
N
Ray One made a trip to BoothR E T E
R El L.
s c A n
bay recently with Earl Field.
T c R E T e:
s C O R E S
Lewis Day and Everett Carter have
E A
C E
started the construction of a new
R A 1 D E d| R E fc 1 G N
bam at the Trailing Yew.
T E N r
E S E
A c E S
Mr. and Mrs. Banes Stanley re
R O E
A S • D E
G 1 D
turned home Tuesday, accompanied
E V E£ E S T M D
E
by Mrs. Stanley's father. Mr. Higgins
sJe N 0 R
£ N A T c
* Is C N
E N T1 ’
of Bath.
2
Mrs. Beatrice Woodward spent
Wednesday afternoon on Manana became dizzy and fell headlong
with Mrs. Marie Foss.
about ten feet down among the
Eugene Muzzollne has returned to1 rocks suffering cuts about hls head
the island after passing three weeks' and face which necessitated several
with his parents.
j stitches. He was also badly bruised
Dwight Stanley is home following and shaken up.
a visit in Friendship.
Earl Field and family and Lor
raine Richardson are in New Harbor
for a few days.

1

H

I

MATINICUS
Ellen Young severed the end of hei
finger recently. The Coast Guard
boat took her to Rockland where she
ls receiving treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M Ripley lefiW'
this week for Boston, where Mr.
Ripley has employment as captain of
a yacht.
Clyde Young and Lavon Ames
made a trip to Rockland this week in
Mr. Young's boat.
Fred Young met with a painful ac
cident recently while at work. He
J

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB’T CO.

Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan'i
Island and Frenrhboro
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up
A M
5 30 Lv. Swan'a Ialand.
Ar 6.00
8 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar 3.30
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar 2.45
9 30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv 1.30
120-tt

Every-Other-Day

U
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WALDOBORO

STAR THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Brummitt of
Roxbury, Mass., are passing the week
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
at their home here.
Mrs. Dora Rector has been ln Ban
TIESDAL, APRIL 7
gor.
Mrs. Madeline Kane has returned
“The Murder of
: 'from Providence where she spent
Dr. Harrigan” 5 several weeks.
KAY LINAKER and
i Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland
RICARDO CORTEZ ' passed the weekend at her home
: here.
THURSDAY, APRIL 9
Mrs. A. R. Benedict and Herbert
“The Lady Consents”
Benedict of Montclair, N J., who
ANN HARDING and
1 have been at their Medomak home
HERBERT MARSHALL for a week, were recent guests of
friends ln town.
SATURDAY. APRIL 11
J Miss Mona Jones visited in Corinna
recently.
“Song Of The Saddle”
Dennis Feyler ls a patient ln the
DICK FORAN,
ALMA LLOYD
State Street Hospital. Portland He
was accompanied by Mrs. Feyler and
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
News and Comedy Each Show
mother. Mrs. W. F. B Feyler.
Miss Dorothy Hitchcock of Bristol
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Saturday
has been visiting Miss Cora Hoak.
41-42
Alton Winchenbach, David Hughes
and Oeorge Simmons were among
the local delegates who attended the
VINALHAVEN
Democratic Convention ln Lewiston
The Townsend Club will meet to
At Palm Sunday service at Union
night
ln the Orange hall.
Church, the choir sang “Hosanna in
Oeorge Kuhn has returned to
the Highest," O. Everett Libby sang
"The Palms," and Mrs. Evelyn Hall Providence to resume hls studies at
was organist. The pastor. Rev. IN, F. Brown University after passing a
Atwood gave a dedication service, of week with hls mother. Mrs. Bessie
the picture “Jesus in Gethsemane," Kuhn.
• • • •
painted and presented by L. ' A

Page Five

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Ruynoklt Tobacco Company, Winaton-Salem, N. C.

Waldoboro

Coombs and son H. L. Coombs The
Special Town Meeting
picture was accepted ln behalf of
More than 500 attended tne special
Union Church by O. Ernest Arey, town meeting Saturday afternoon ln
chairman of Che trustees. 8acramen:
the High School auditorium. Ralph
ot the Lord's Supper was observed
W Miller acted as moderator. The
and In closing, the hymn “On Olive's
first article ln the warrant regarding
Brow" was sung by the choir. The
levying of taxes on the proposed the
platform was decorated with calls
atre to be erected by Carroll T
lilies, potted plants a:«o spring flow
Cooney received an affirmative vote,
ers. At the evening service the pas
thus imposing a tax of not more than
tor's tost was from the 27th Psalm,
$50 a year for a period of five years
“Ood ls my Light and my Salvation"
from the start of operations and $100
with special selections by the choir.
a year thereafter for a period of five
Mrs. E. A. Smalley was organist. The
years after the expiration of the first
offering was received by Louise Bur
gess. Pauline Smith, Alice Burgess, five.
It was voted to discontinue the
and Eleanor Sawyer.
highway known as Lovell street
The Red Cross will meet at Union
I During the discussion ot the third
Church vestry Wednesday for an all
article regarding Investigation of aldTheeTu«teriy meeting of Union leged overpayment of 1935 taxe^ a
Church will be held Wednesday at
„
i
7 p m.
Mrs Langtry Smith entertained the
Saturday Nlghters recently.
L. B Dyer. F. L. Roberts and Mrs
Llewellyn Thomas have returned from
Bengor where they attended the Re
publican convention as delegates.

'...'.'s',?

WORLD-SERIES HERA
"Goose" Godin, nay, a
ballplayer haa to watch
digestion like a hawk. He
add,: "Smoking Camel,
■timulatea digestion.”

>■■■%■

Science and ev ry

si

AERI ALIST.
Vera Kimria, star
of "Jumbo,” says:
"Thanks to Cam*
els, I get added en
joyment out of my
food. I like Cam
era milder flavor.'*

digestion

promotes
u (life amoktng
r.mels rrPeople in every w
good
hc nltur*l
-Keyed uPm The
d
fluid,.
JWOfUm'"ordlge.’-th“rry’nlnd «mion•Eft)
E“o.Sor
their cheery
he floW
y
, .V.;-cheery
—the worry
flow
tend to »/»“
Camel*
^t' for supreme stnok- * • Measure. Camels set yon
,nM Thy never tire your
,train °“ d*’^^ent» defScienwfie e P«
initely confirm th

SPEED KING. The winner of
the Indianapoli, Classic, Kelly
Petlllo, aaya: "Camel, hit the
■pot and go a long way in keep
ing my digeation in good shape."

pleasantly pro

PARACHUTE JUMPER.
Joe Crane is a hearty eater.
"It’a just natural for me to
turn to Camels for diges
tion’s sake,"says Mr. Crane.

TRACK CHAMPION.
Johnny Follows, long
distance record holder.
He says: "I heartily en
joy a good meal. Camels
stimulate digestion and
a sense of well-being.’*

.X"*

■:

__

WINNING PITCHER. Tommy
Bridges, of the World-Cham
pion Tigers, aay a:"I like to smoke
my Camels, particularly at
meals. They help my digestion.”

COSTLIER
TENNIS CHAMPION.
Stamina depend, on
good digeation. Petitt
Mra. Ethel Arnold,
whose lightning speed
carried her to fame,
aaya: "I amok. Camels
and enjoy food more."

&

tobaccos

tl

finer. WORtTOBACCOS-T«rW».h

.ndOomotic-th.n.ny

UT’'*

other popular brand-

JEFFERSON

Martin
„
COC Camo have been recently
Capt Lawrence Ames. Max Conway , Uansferred
as steward and Milton Ames as sailor
art in Neponset ’here they have employment on the yacht Siena, owned
Qf gouth
by Oeorge Lewis of ort
ve .
, {erson entertained a group of friends
Mrs Frank Mullen was called to
#t
Stonington Friday by Illness of her
McDonaId whom the party

mother.
honored, was the recipient of a tastcHousekeepers at Union ChurehC^- fuiiy

Mrs. Natalie Lawry has returned
from a few months' stay In Rumford.
Miss Louise Libby returned Satur
day from Wollaston, Mass., and will
resume teaching at Calderwood's Neck
after two weeks' vacation.
Easter will be observed at Union
Church with a 6 o'clock morning serv
ice. De Valois Commandery, K T.,
will attend the 11 o'clock service.
The evening will feature a cantata
entitled "The First Easter" by the
choir.
O. V. Drew and Donald Poole at
tended the Democratic convention at
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young have
returned from several weeks' visit in
Lexington, Mass. They were accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Sawin Pierce.
Schools began yesterday.
Miss Celeste Carver and Frank Hallo
well who have spent the past week
with Miss Carver's parents, Mr. anl
Mrs. Edward O. Carver, returned Sat
urday to Yale University.
Mrs. L. IR. Smith who was in Rock
land for the weekend has returned
home.
Albert C. Crandall died March 28.
Funeral services were conducted last
Tuesday by Rev. Mr. Bennett at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Robert

SAKE.. SMOKE CAMELS

committee was apponted £ report
on the matter at another meeting.

The Harden Men's Bible Class met
Friday night with a program In
charge of Rev. E. L. Sampson, who
was also a speaker, together with
Mrs. 'lnomas Baum and daughter
r E
the latter giving
Muriel have returned from a visit!' an account of his life experiences
with relatives in Boston.
•What I Want Most,” was the topic
At the annual meeting of Union for discussion by members
Church Wednesday these officers were Contributions to the Red Cross
elected: Trustees. O Ernest Arey. H. I were made at the church services
L. Coombs. Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs
morning and at the ChrisFrank Mullen; clerk. Mary Smith, ■
Endeavor meeting that night,
treasurer. Melville Smith.
Mrs.
Cunningham, president of
Ladies of the O AR. met Friday the local Chapter, ls ln charge of
with work on a candidate. Miss Doris | coUectlons and wiu increase them by
Hopkins was admitted to membership. persQnal vWU
lhe town.
A supper preceded the meeting with
H H p]umer
Un,on madc
these house keepers. Eva Smith. OerKlona, calls h„e Monttay.
trude Hall. Edith Newbert and Marlon
gt

rle Thur a> were . re.
_
Mrs F Haskell, Mrs L. W Lane. Mrs
Victor Shield*. New officers are: Presi
dent, Mrs Charles Chllles; vice presi
dents, Mrs. Frank Mullen. Mrs. E C.
Macintosh; secretary. Mary L. Arey;
financial secretary. Annie Patrick,
treasurer, Oeorgie Roberts; chairman
of work committee. Carrie Burns and
Orace Lawry. with all other circle
members as helpers.
A considerable sum was netted from
the recent cake and candy sale held
at Senter Crane's store for Union
Church benefit.
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge was hostess
Wednesday to the Neighborhood Club
and Thursday entertained the Non
Eaters.
• • • •

BILLIARD
CHAMP.-I found
that amok Ing
Camels ia a special
pleasure and a real
aid to digestion,**
says the veteran
Willie Hoppe.

bridge went to Mrs. Maurice
____ _
__
Weaver and Victor Oregorior re
ceived second.
Mrs Bemloe LeWare has employ
ment In Gardiner.
The Young People's Christian
Society and friends, accompanied by
the pastor ar.d hls wife, recently at
tended ah evening service at the
Rockland Baptist Church where they
listened to a sermon by Rev. Howard
Ferrin of tlie Providence Bible Ins
titute. Singing was led by Carlton
Booth.
This town subscribed over $100 to
the Red Cross, exceeding its quota
by $60. The solicitors were Mrs. Fred
Cunningham, H. A. Clark, and D.
Lee Shepard. The church, Christian
Endeavor. Kings Daughters. Ladles'
Aid, Eastern Star and Christmas
Club contributed to the fund.
Miss Beryl Hodgkins of Bunker
Hill visited Saturday at the home of
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Johnson.
Mrs. Nora Andrews was a recent
visitor in OardineT and Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago passed
Sunday ln Liberty as guests of Mrs.
Jago's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Han
non.
At the Knox & Lincoln Farm
Bureau held Saturday ln Waldoboro,
Assistant Leader Nancy Bond of Jef
ferson Cheerio 4-H Club submitted
an Interesting exhibit-—a notebook
containing samples of buttonholes
seams, dress finishes, etc.

THE HARD OF HEARING
How Their Woes Have Been les
sened By Leagues In 155 Localities

One of the keenest subjects of
interest to the Rockland Society for
the Hard of Hearing is the organized
effort directed by the American
Society for the Hard of Hearing, the
national body.
In 1919 when the American Society
for the Hard of Hearing was formed
there were only nine leagues for the
hard of hearing in America. It was
deemed advisable for them to bind
themselves together Into one organi
zation for the purpose of studying
the problems peculiar to the hard
of hearing, and of promoting the
welfare of this particular group of
handicapped people. Thus the Nat- ,
tional organization came Into being.
1: To encourage the founding of ,
local clubs for the hard of hearing.
2: To promote the establishment of
Up reading classes. 3; To find a way
to detect imperfect hearing at the
very onset, and so prevent deafness
In children. 4: To gather reliable In
formation regarding treatments for
deafness and on all hearing aids on
the market. 5: To secure for the
hard of hearing a fair deal on the
part of the public, and more parti- :
cularly on the part of employers; in
other words, "to take the hard out ,
hard of hearing.”
No activity on the part of the
Society has been so conspicuous as
that for hard of hearing children.
This movement was promoted large
ly through sponsoring the develop
ment of the 4A audiometer by which
the hearing of groups of children can
be tested at one time. It was the
Field Pones of the Society that
demonstrated the feasibility of group
hearing equipment.
There are now leagues for the hard
of hearing i.i 155 localities. There
are lip reading classes for adults ln
the public schools of over 109 cities.
It ls known that last year 7.448
children received lip reading Instruc
tion during regular school hours ln
55 different cities, while approximate
ly 1400 others had been restored to
normal hearing. One hundred and
sixty-eight 4A audiometers were re- '
ported as owned in 40 different states, ,
Washington. D. C., and the Territory
of Hawaii. Throughout' all America
there has bren a marked improve
ment in hearing aids. Group hearing
equipment has been installed In
movies, theatres, clubs, community
playhouses, and civic auditoriums In
hundreds of cities. Through publici
ty and cooperation the Society has
secured for the hard of hearing the
Interest and service for rehabilita
tion bureaus.
a

Henry of Rensselaer, N. Y. He Is
survived by his wife, Eleiza Crandall;
a daughter, Mrs. Arthemise Henry; a
son, Orville M. Crandall; also sisters,
E. Blanche Crandall of Rockland.
Mrs. Annie F. Eaton of North Haven
Mrs. Maude Ward of Mt. Airy, N. C .
Mrs. Bertha Fox of East Lynn, Mass.;
brothers. H. W. Crandall of Rock
land, Oscar B. Crandall of Everett,
He—Suppose a very ugly man tried
Mass., and Major W. M. Crandall of to kiss you. would you object?
Mitchell Field, Long Island, N. Y.
She—Try it and seel—College Lite.

SICK OF THE GOSSIP

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

John Crockett Say a Unsavory

Wilbaal Caknael Aad YwT Jo-R 0,1 tf W ia
ike Morninj Haris' la Co

Not Fault Of Selectmen

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food iJwsn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel tour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get those two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel”upand up '. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26c.

To The Citizens of North Haven:—
In justice to my two associates and
myself, I must resent the s;reet
gossip and 'he talk two of the ladles
made at the Sisterhood at a recent
meeting.
Now. about the selectmen's office
being used as a place of drinking and
peddling liquor, that ls one accusa-

North Haven Conditions

tlon I won't stand for. The select
men have no offloe. The Town pays
the K of P $96 for the privilege of
storing the Town safe In the kitchen
of the K P hall, with the privilege
that the selectmen may transact the
town business In this room, when no
other organization cares to occupy
It. We have been glad to vacate this
kitchen for the Band boys. K P. sup
pers and for Orange purposes, and
everybody knows that we are al
ways willing to cooperate at any time.
The point I am trying to make clear
Is, that the selectmen have no private
office.
What thanks do we get for this co
operation and courtesy? Only this,
that we are distributing liquor and |
having people there drinking. Now.
for Ood s sake, how can the select
men prevent persons from coming
Into the K P. kitchen (with two
doors) and drinking a glass of liquor
and leaving the bottle on the window
sill? I have had occasion to go to
the office two or three times ln the
last two years, knowing that the
place was ln order the night before,
and what did I find, especially after
a social gathering? There were eight
vanilla bottles ln the toilet, four pint
bottles on the window sill In the
toilet, and glasses and cups smelling
of liquor on the dresser. I suppose
all this was blamed on the selectmen.
In the summeT of 1934 the summer
residents held their annual ball ln
the K P. hall and It happened that ’
two gentlemen came by plane from
Rockland the following forenoon on
business, anl on taking them to the (
office, If you could call it that. I was ,
disgusted. I can't describe the filth j
of the place; two cases of empty
whiskey bottles rolling on the floor, ■
drinking cups with liquor ln them,
and cigarettes and butts all over the I
floor. If I had a pig pen so nasty, I
would be ashamed to turn a pig loose
in It. I suppose the selectmen got
the blame for this too
I called this disgusting condition to
the attention of one of our citizens,
and he said he could not go to bed
the night of the dance, because he
was so afraid of fire. I wonder If he
has lost any sleep over the select
men being ln their office? And does
the Sisterhood think that the select
men are to blame for this situation?
I think that the K. P’s appreciate
the fact that the selectmen hire this
kitchen, because It helps them out.
But, as I have said before It is no of
fice. and is open to the public.
I am about fed up on the gossip
that I hear about the selectmen and
their action In the kitchen of the K.
P. hall. I can move the Office up in
my hen house, where there Is no one
peeking out of windows to see If they
can get something on the select
men.
J B. Crockett,
Chairman of Selectmen.
North Haven, AprU 5

YOUTH APPEAL IN NEW HUDSON 8
CONVERTIBLE COUPE

Due to tn unusually early demand,
shipment* of the new Hudaon and
Terraplane convertible model* have
been (tarted already from the Hud
son factory in Detroit, according to
W. R. Tracy, Vice Pre*ident in
Charge of Sale*.
"Particularly strong,” said Mr.
Tracy, "is the demand for the new
Hudson Eight convertible coupe. The
strong 'youth appeal' of this car, with
it* 113 or 1*4 horsepower motor and
flashing acceleration, and smart ap
pearance, is making it one of the
most popular cars in the entire Hud
son line this Spring.”
Finished in an entirely new color
—antique ivory—this car has attract
ed sride attention wherever it haa
been shown. Other Spring colors an
nounced by Hudson are: maroon,
sage green and glacier blue.
The new Hudaon Eight convertible

coupe, with its stride seat that pro
vides plenty of room for three with
room for two more in the spacious
rumble teat, it admirably adapted
for all climates, giving the luxury of
an open car for Spring and Summer,
and the comfort of a closed car for
the cooler seasons. It requires only •
moment to change the car from a
closed model to an open one, and only
a moment to replace the top when
desired.
"The early demand for convert
ibles.” said Mr. Tracy, "indicates not
only an advance in the Spring rush
to buy cars, but points to a strong
and continued demand for cart of all
models throughout the Spring and
Summer. Last year, the demand for
convertible models was at its height
in April. From all indications, these
figures will be far eclipsed during
March, and trill continue high.”
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STAR INSURANCE CO., OF AMERICA
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ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
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COAL-WOOD-COKE; dry hard wood
Gay. by Warranty Deed dated
810 cord. 81 25 ft. Furnace junks 81 25 it
Admitted......................
*6.063.761 19
sister, Mrs. Nichalos J. Anzalone, at the home of their son Wilbur C.
October 1. 1921. recorded In said
Tel. 84-2 Thomaston. J. B PAU1BEN
Knox County Registry. Book 191
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
____________________________________ M-t
their home on Dunn street.
Thurston of South Union The oc
Page 215 reference being made to
Net Unpaid Lowe* ............... *279.767 03
all of said deeds for a more parti
BEST dry hard wood under cover
Miss Hazel Harrison, student at casion thus honored marked the 79th
Unearned Premiums ............. 3.027 630 45
cular dtitrlptlon of thc premises
fitted. 89; Junks. 89. soft wood am
All other Liabilities ............... 255.577 15
Farmington Normal School arrived anniversary for Mrs Thurston and
herebv conveyed '
slabs.
87; kindlings. T J. CARROLL
Statutory Deposit ............. ..... 400 000 00
R P. D, Thomaston. Tel. 283-21 flock
u»bllltl” 3 700'7» »
Saturday and is with her parents. the 82d for Mr Thurston, their mortjasTh"" be^n brokJn'^w^th^-' fcurph“ ow
la»d____________
40-t
I ToU1
19
Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison, dur birthdays falling only a few days |
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges Rlv
M' F LOV,UOY’ A«ent
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing
ing the Easter recess.
apart. Fresent were Mr and Ml'S. I ere' Loan Corporation.’owner at said I
39-T-45
bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hock I r
ill,—
Si
mortgage, by Edgar F Corliss. Its at-]________________________________________ _
Colby Wood, of the High School Albra
Tel. 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
40Perry and Mr and Mrs Al- torney_ duly
clalm’
the California insurance co.
faculty, spent the weekend with hts bert Thurston of Rockland. M.is,
A short rut to rest and re
mn^ntTd^rof March r,i;
31
oo
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James A. Wood Florence Thurston. Mr. and Mrs. 1936
laxation appeals to women in
248 946 41
HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORP ; SUocA^and^Bond,................
3 363.673 56
at their home in Ellsworth.
William C. Gleason and children
every walk of life.
By Elgar F Corliss. It, Attorney c„h
omr(. and Bang
338.115 77
Miss Marjorie Dalzell, who has Eleanor. Thurston and Richard, also
je-T-42 Agents' Balances
220.346 18
A rest treatment that at thr
----Bills Rccclvable
_
_________
8.030 15
been enjoying a ten days' vacation Mrs Bartlett, all of Union. Mr. and
STATE OF MAINE
Interest and Rents .........
34.310 39
same time improves thr akin
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
All other Asset, ________
23.266 85
with her parents. Capt. and Mrs. Mrs Thurston were the recipients of County of Knox, w
and renews its fresh ness.
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
Supreme Judicial Court
Milton Dalzell, in Frenchboro, ar three beautifully decorated birthday
Oro,s Assets ........ ................. 85.452 484 31
_____In Equity
Deduct Items not admitted
54.985 42
CUMMINS CATHERWOOD
rived here Monday and was an over cakes, and many gifts, including
HALF of double house to let, ne
VS
painted and papered, lights tol
night guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred money also many cards from their
Admitted ................
85.397.498 89
MAINE AIR TRANSPORT COMPANY
garden space Tel 80. MRS. A. H. PIL
ORDER OF COURT
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935
BURY. Thomaston
4;
G. Overlock enroute to Bridgton wide circle of friends.
The above entitled cause came on to Net Unpaid Losses ____
8121.817 00
where she will resume her studies.
Funeral services for Mr. and Mrs. be heard this 31st day of March, 1936. Unearned Premiums ............... 1.468.969 11
MODERN apartment to let at
upon complaint
of Cummin,
Pleasant street. Sunporch and gari
i- -.is
----- Cather-------- | All other Liabilities ............... 158.023 05
U3 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
Miss Janise Pillsbury, who has I. C. Thurston will be hsld Saturday wood, wherein
^ildComplainant
aver. Cash Capital ........................ 1.000.000 00
wired for electric stove. Tel 958-J
PHONE
683-W
been spending a few days with her a: 2 o'clock from the J. D. Thurston cviLir-nsJ
’.JrfIU,Ufir
Defendant
Surplus over ailLiabilities 2.648.689
72
Corporation; that said Corporation ha,
___
ceased to transact business; that there J Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,397,498 89
ALL modern apartment to let at
mother. Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury, at residence. South Union.
I Oracc street. Tel. 133.
42
arc no outstanding liabilities, except
M F. LOVEJOY. Agent
her home on Green street, has re
unpaid dividends upon preferred stock. I
39-T-45
SEVEN room house to let on Bee
that
the
sole
existing
assets
are
$257
41.
turned to Damariscotta.
and was accompanied by Mrs. Miller, cash In bank; and that the stockhold-1
wood's
street.
Thomaston.
Elec
lights, water, garage, hen house. MA
Grace Chapter, O.ES meets Wed who remained in Portland meantime. ers of said Corporation have voted to I
T BUNKER. Thomaston. Me
42
cause It to be dissolved and liquidated
nesday night in Masonic hall. At 6.30
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis, of Rock Wherefore said complainant pray, that | SAVE FUEL
FOUR-ROOM apartment, furnished
S
’
ld
Maine
Air
Transport
Company
be
I
and heated, to let; garage 88 Pleasant
o'clock supper will be served in the land. Nathan Farwell, of Waldoboro, dissolved, without appointment of a re
BAKE QUICKLY
, 9t.. Tel. 913-J.
_________________ 41-43
banquet hall in charge of Mrs. Leah Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Orafton, ceiver. and that such other and further I
SEVEN-ROOM tenement at 202 Main
relief be granted as the nature of the
Put
in
your
kitchen
one
of
the
new
F. Davis. Mrs. Doris H. Simmons and MLss Letitia Creighton and her house case may require. Now. after hearing on 1
street to let. with bath, furnace, elec
tricity. W P BURPEE. 43 Park street.
aforesaid complaint. It Is hereby
Mrs. Hazel <M. Yeung. In the eve guest Mrs. Merritt Rundle, of Dan theORDERED
Tel 3C8jAV
____________________4i-tf
that notice of the pendenev
ning there 'vlll 'o: v ork on two candi bury, Conn.. Miss Clara Spear and of the above described action be given
TWO furnished apartments to let.
to all persons Interested by causing a!
Call 792 _____ ___________________ 40-tf
dates and memtere of Forget-Me-Not Myles S. Weston, motored to Port copy of this order to be published In i
HEATED apartment ail modern, four
two Issues of the Courier-Gazette a 1
9 Chapter, of South Thomaston, will land Friday for the day.
100ms. Apply at CAMDEN Ac ROCKnewspaper
published
In
Rockland. I
Many people think of an
LAND
WATER CO Tel 634 ________ 40-tf
be special guests.
A special meeting of the Board of Maine, and two lasues In the Kennebec 1
Journal, a newspaper published in
ambulance
only
in
connec

EIGHT room house to let. with garage'.
Miss Elizabeth Brown returned Trade will be held tonight in thc K. Augusta. Maine, the first publication In
garden plot, modern Improvements 66
newspaper to be 14 days, at least,
tion with a serious, sudden
Rankin street. MRS. W. A. KENNEDY
Monday to resume her studies at P. ball. Supper will be served at 6 30 each
prior to May 5. 1936. that they mav ap
__________________________ 37-tf
Lasell Seminary after spending the by members of Mayflower Temple, pear and answer to the same. If answer
emergency. However, It has a
TWO houses to let, 1 large and 1 small,
have, at the May Equity Rules for
1 on Rockland street. D. SHAFTER 15
Easter recess with her grandparents, Pythian Sisters. John O Stevens, of they
Knox County, to wit st Rockland on the
much wider llelil of usefulness
! Rockland street. Tel. 888
35-tf
htndsn<Jin May' 1936 ttt 10 0 clock ln
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown, at their Rockland, will be the speaker of the t fh»
the forenoon
in moving invalids, taking pa
THREE apartments to let. 1 upstairs 1
home on Gleason street.
Bo ordered this 31st day of March.
downstairs, 1 furnished
MRS LEOLA
evening and will use for his subject
A. D 1936
ROSE, Cor, Grove and Union streets.
tients to and from the hospi
Mr. and Mrs. John Gordon, of "Early History of Knox County.”
(Signed) JAMES H HUDSON.
Justice. S J Court.
tal, or doing any other errand
Woonsocket, R. I. were weekend Members please note that the meet
FURNISHED tenement to Ist. all
42-T-45
modern, hot water heat, nice and warm.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guy K Ler ing is being called one day ahead of
which calls for gentle, ultraI rent reasonable, at FIOYD SHAW'S 47
I North Main 8t. Tel. 422-R_________ 40-tf
mond, at their home on Main street. usual date.
to give an operetta, and in addition
safe transportation. Our new
EIGHT room tenement with modern
The monthly meeting of Orient
Remember! 300 pairs of shoes at j there will be a speaking contest ar
conveniences at 11 Union St. Apply
modem Packard ambulance.
| LAWRENCE MIL7.ER, 26 Rankin street,
Lodge. F. Ac A. M., will be held in ti. Free! With every suit or topcoat! ranged by Mrs. Edith Richards.
1 Tel. Q92-M._____
40-tf
In chargp of thoroughly capa
Masonic hall tonight at 7:30.
sold! A new hat or your choice of !
------------------TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
ble attendants, is available for
William T. Smith. Jr., returned shirt and tie. Free! With each pal:- j For Air Mail correspondence you
with bath, heater, garage and gardec
, Inquire 12 Knox St , Tel. 156-W. 40-tf
Saturday to resume his studies at of Polly Preston shoes, a pair of Rol •] will want a box of Rytex Feather The best range that can be made.
such service at any time.
Trade In Your Old Range
Tufts College after passing a week lins Runstophosicry.
Free! With ' printed Stationery. This is an extra
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil each pair of Fiorsheims 2 pairs of light sheet of paper printed with
Triced from
up
liam T. Smith. He was accompanied Rollins Men's Sox! At Blacking- your natne and address to match th?
bj Miss Virginia Jamieson, of Cam ton’s.—adv.
colored printed lining in the enve
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
den. a student at Oakgrove Seminary,
The monthly meeting of the Parent • lope. The price Is only $1.50 a box
TEL. 192 OR 143
J01
for
50
double
sheets
and
50
envelopes,
land Hair 8tore, 24 Elm fit. Mall orders
in Vasselboro, who remained in Bos Teacher Association will be held
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
THOMASTON, MAINE
ton for the weekend.
Thursday night at the High School. including the printing See samples
___________ ________
_ _____ 40-tf
ROCKLAND, ME.
Stanley A. Miller made a business An unusually good program is in pros at The Courier-Gazette office. PostALL persons are forbidden to harbor
14&26&38
llltf
or trust any one on my account. O. C.
trip to Biddeford and Saco Friday pect, as Miss Ney's first graders are age 10 cents.
WOTTON, Owl’s Head, Maine.
41-4$

|)****e*******e*lt
• LOST AND FOUND i

April Special!

J

WANTED

RYTEX
DOUBLE CHECK

;

$|00

SHOES ARE

IT!

The Courier-Gazette

: EGGS AND CHICKS: J
R'

SI.98, $2.50
$3.50 pair

CHILDREN’S OXFORDS, 1.49,1.98, 2.75 g
Siz-s S to 2

Our store is full cf New Spring Shoes direct from

the larger cities, featuring the newest styles in Men’s,
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Footwear.

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 374-W

___ _ ___
FOR SALE

»

A “REST FACIAL”

lt***************
I
TO LET
J
$t*****«***<»***«ll

MA BELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE

SALE
Range
Burner
$9.95

ON USED

Westinghcuse

DEMONSTRATOR

Electric
Range
$25.00

and Trade-In

ELECTRIC RANGES
OIL BURNING
STOVES, ETC.

4ut9~~tlr ! Plate

_____________

It Will Be Our Policy
To Maintain SPECIAL PRICES On All

Merchandise In Our New Department

McLOON’S BARGAIN BASEMENT
Wc are unable to list all cf our Special Low Priced
Merchandise in this advertisement. It will pay you
to visit our Barcment Today—end Save Money—
on the many articles wc have to offer.
Quality
Insulated Cvcn

Gas
Range
$29.50
Used One Vear

McLOON
Sales & Service
21 I.IMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Tel. 730—731

Look!
$29.00

Vacuum
Cleaner
$17.50
Motor Driven
Brush

Using the

GLENWOOD
RANGES

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

Ambulance

A. D. DAVIS & SON ) • MISCELLANEOUS !

WARREN

■fajtffcxShvtorffcxi' tf-

OClETY
j^r an(| ^|jS Lawrence Dunn and
__
Miss Harriet Dunn of Thomaston,
,
.
.
ciwnrlintz th* winter
who have been spending me winter
in Florida and Philadelphia, left
Philadelphia Friday with Mr and
Mrs. Dunn's daughter. Miss Eloise, a
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis and a
student at Beaver College, to motor
party including Nathan Farwell of
North for the summer.
Orff’s Corner, Mr. and Mrs. B. L
Grafton, Miss Letitia Creighton and
Mr. and Mrs. A. !B. Allen, Mrs.
her house guest. Mrs. Merritt Rundle Mabel Thorndike, and Mrs. Hattie
of Danbury.,Conn.. Miss Clara Spear
gpent
wtnter at West
and Myles S. Weston of Thomaston, Palm Beach and St. Petersburg left
motored to Portland Friday.
for the homeward trip Friday.

In addition to personal notea regardIng departure# and arrivals, thia department especially deairea information of,
social happenings parties, musicals, etc. t
Note* sent by mill or telephone will be ,
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...
IimiH

Mr. and Mrs W O. Fuller, who
Miss Carol Gardner who teaches in
have spent the winter in Miami, left
Anson is home for three weeks’!
by train April 3 enroute North, Inter
rupting the Journey with visits to vacation.
friends ln Richmond and Boston, and
Chapin Class is having supper to
arriving home early ln May.
night at 6 at the Universalist vestry,
Eliza Swan has returned from Bos with Miss Hope Greenhalgh as
ton after spending the month In chairman.
_____
Medford, Mass.
I There will be a public card party
The annual meeting of the Educa at Grand Army hall Wednesday
tional Club will be held May 1. tn afternoon, under the auspices of
connection with a public supper un Auxiliary to Anderson Camp. Play
der the chairmanship of Mrs Flora begins at 2.
Ulmer, and gentlemen's guest niglit.
Mrs. A S Littlefield who has been
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary with her brother ln Ban Francisco
have supper Wednesday at 6 at Leg- j for the Wint,er pians to leave for
Ion hall, wltn Mrs. Nelia Vose, Mrk home about April
Annie Trundy. Mrs. Adah Roberts
-------and Mrs. Laura Ranlett ln charge.
Mrs May Schawb of Quincy. Mass.,
Beano will follow supper under the Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford
direction of Mrs. Myra Watts, and Delano.
the respective business meetings will
Among the guests at a recent fami
also take place.
ly dinner party given by Mr. and
Coach Samuel Sezak of Rockland Mrs H. N McDougall in Portland
High School and Coach Frederick W. were Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon.
Richards of Camden motored to and Mrs. L. M. Chandler of Camden.
Brunswick, Monday, to attend the
State frxjtoall clinic conducted toy
MLss Irene Weymouth who has
Adam Walsh at Bowdoin College.
been spending 10 days with her
mother. Mrs. Emma Weymouth, at
Thcre will be Holy Thursday eve The Highlands left Friday for Wash
ning service, by candle light, in the ington. D. C., where she is employed.
Universalist church at 7:30. with rtMr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester
ccption of members and Holy Com
and son Harlan, and Miss Dorothv
munion.
Sylvester, spent the weekend at Cran
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday berry Isle, guests of Mr. Sylvester's
night Mrs. tyinie Condon will be In sister. Mrs. Ruth Bunker.
charge of 6 oclock supper. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle
Millie Thomas and Miss Corice
Thomas will be In charge of the (Georgia McLaughlin! ot Detroit are
ln New York for the Easter season.
entertainment.

Miss Flora Colson who ls attend
ing Boston University will arrive
Thursday to visit her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Colson, Florence
street. For a portion of her Easter
recess, Miss Colson accompanied Ipr I
her roommate. Miss Phoebe Sill of
Westboro. Mass , spent a week tn
Washington, D. C.

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Pease motored
to Fairfield Sunday to visit MLss
Alice Fuller at the Central Maine
Sanitarium. They were gratified to
find Miss Fuller showing encouraging
Bain,

Mrs. Ambrose Mills has returned
from a visit of several weeks with
her son. L. F Mills, in South Boston.

Mrs. Adelbert Miles of Portland was
Miss Mary Bartlett of South
a guest of Mrs. James O'Hara for Thomaston is guest of Miss Helen
the weekend.
Stinson in Portland for a few days.
Mrs. Grace Dougherty of the
clerical staff of W. H. Glover Co.,
is a surgical patient at Knox Hospital.

Maurice Hill has been having a
few days' vacation from his duties
witli thc Oreat Northern Pajier Co.,
at
Millinocket.
Mrs. C. F Snow is in Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton and
The monthly meeting of the son, Bruce, rpent the weekend with
managers of the Home for Aged Mrs. Stratton's parents, Mr. and
Women will take place Wednesday Mrs. Leroy Gorrie of Westbrook.
at 2:30 at the home of the president.
Mrs. Feme Horeyseck was hostess
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman.
to Emanon Club Thursday night.

Mrs. C. E. Rollins will be chair
Mrs. Katherine Sharpe of New
man of the circle supper at the
York is visiting her mother. Mrs. E.
Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6
D. Spear, Maple street.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Is
Monday evening Mrs. Audrey Teel
sponsoring a beano party for mem
entertained at bridge at her home at
bers and friends Wednesday at 7:30
the West Meadows. Orchid and
nt the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Mills,
canary yellow were very effectively
7 Masonic street place.
used ln connection with other Easter
Miss Mabel Spear called from decorations. The tallies were ex
Boston by the death of her brother. ceptionally attractive being little
Eugene R. Spear, is at the home of yellow chickens with orchid tallies
held in their bills. A dainty lunch
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Spear.
eon was served with jonquils as fa
vors. Prizes were won by Mrs. Doro
Mrs. Minnie Miles who has been
thy Baxter, Mrs. Verna Thomas and
confined to her home for 10 weeks
Mrs. Ruth Levensaler.
with arthritis ls gaining slowly.

Spring is nere. Drive a clean car.
Misses Ruth Gregory', Hazel Vasso
Washed for 73 cents at Fireproof Ga
and Emma Harding are home from
rage.
40-52
Farmington Normal School for the
Easter recess.
Mrs. Lyford Ames is at Knox Hospi
tal recovering from an appendicitis
operation.

Over
$5.50
Round Trip

Remember! 300 pairs of shoes at
$1. Free! With every suit or topcoat
sold! A new hat or your choice of
shirt and tic. Free! With each pa if
of Polly Preston shoes, a pair of Rol
lins Runstophoslery. Free! With
each pair of Fiorsheims 2 pairs of I
Rollins Men's Sox! At Blacking-1
ton's.—adv.

New Today
25 SNAPPY SPRING CLOTH COATS
In Handsome Plaids, Tweeds and Mixtures
Come In and See Them Today

Selected by Mr. Green yesterday in New York

$16.50 and up
Also Stroock’s Camel’s Hair, Worumbos and
Imported Materials

LUCIEN K. GREEN
Telephone 341
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rlchan were
tendered a surprise family dinner
party Thursday night arranged by
their daughter. MLss Winola Rlchan.
to celebrate their ruby wedding an- ,
nlversary (40 years!. A ruby color
scheme was carried out in thc menu
which featured lobster. Dr. and Mrs.
Rlchan were showered with gifts.

' Mrs. Charles M. Swimm of Win
throp. Mass., is a guest of Miss
Chrlstol Cameron.
Comer Club played cards Friday
altcrpoon nt the apartments of Mrs.,
Edward Gonia.

Mrs. Damle R. Gardner has re
turned from a visit of several weeks
with Miss Christine Norwood in
Auburn. Mrs. Lydia Storer. contralto
has been substituting as soloist at
the First Church of Christ Scientist
during Mrs. Gardner's absence.

Like to whistle?

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Waik.fr
returned Sunday from a few days’
visit In Boston.
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., received Mbs!
Evelyn Berry as a member at an af •
£1 Dilation service Friday nigh* nt a
Gated meeting of the Chapter.
J. S. MacDonald and Leslie A
Packard returned Thursday from
Banger after attending the Republi
can State Convention.
A dozen cars bearing license plates
v.ith U.S.E.D. (United States Engi
neering Department) abcut half of
which were beach wagons, pasesd1
through town Sunday afternoon, I
h-aded toward Portland. Observers
ihcught they were frc?i the Qucddy
project.
Harry Piles of Boston was recent
overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs. W1-,
l’am Barrett. Accompanied by Mr.
Barrett, Mr. Files later motored to,
Banger where they spent a few days.
Mrs. William Stickney has been
nothing if not busy since a" year ngO|
when sh? made her heme with herj
daughter, Mrs. Helen Hilton. She
has to her credit the making of nine
pieced comforter tops, two of thc fan,
pattern, two snow ball pattern, two]
block, one bow knot, nnd two box!
work. She aLso has crocheted two'
vanity sets, five table arts, nnd lsccmplcting an old fashioned knitted,
jut. random pattern, thc outside
strip being seven yards around. She
Ls also knitting n bedroom rug for,
her granddaughter, Mrs. E'.sie Oaipir!
cf Thomaston.
The meeting of -Dorcas Circle of
King's Daughters which was to have.
1 bren held last night at the home ol
Mr Alice Mathews. Ls postponed for
tvr. weeks because of the heavy rain'
storm.
Mrs. Martha Young Is employed at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J
Kalloch.

w

of paying for these three appliances, and oper

ating them too, for the first five years you have

them.

Then

we

figured

ultra

conservatively

what you would stare in actual cash bv using them.

For (lie first five years you would bo out of

pocket only about #1.37 a week!
ereit

while you

were

So you see,

paying lor your three

elertric appliances, you would he spending mighty
little for new'found comfort and convenience.

Then try the Gregory
spring theme song.

E Kat down and figured (he approximate cost

CENTRALISMAI N E
POWERxCOMPAHY

Mi.- > Marjore Spear has relume 1
ji home after a visit in Newton Centre.
Mir . with Mrs. Ellis Spear. Jr.
Tiie mid-week service will be omit-1
Mrs. George Faster who is a patient "Fresh as llir marnin; inrrrhandi «e
ted this week at the Congregational
AVY HAY YOU FlftLKE IT. IT PAYS TO MAKE
. . . old as the hill-, values” . . •
at Knox Hospital is showing en
Church. '
couraging gain.
That's the Gregory theme rang and
VOI R HOME ALL-ELECTRIC
The ladies of the Congregational
it’s tnusie to the cars cf thc men Circle will meet at the chapel Thurs
Capt
Herber. Philbrook
after
day at 2 o’clock to complete the sew
w ho need Easter clothing.
passing the weekend at his home on
ing on aprons for the church fair (
Limerock street, went yesterday to
next August. The monthly supper
year in non-fiction biography and
Yes
.
..
there
’
s
dew
cn
the
assort

Boston to join his ship. 8. S. St.
NORTH WARREN
v.ili be served at 6 o'clock the same j York in 1934 Mr. Vinal's death oc
John for an Easter cruise to Ber
ment! tut nothing .virduc on the dining, the committee in charge be curred in 1921. She leaves two grand travel books have made a surprising
Mrs Martha Young of Pleasant
muda.
values. You try on the smartest
ing Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. John Mun-' children. Dr. Raymond Vinal of Bos advance, in popularity.
Gabriel H. Winchenbaugh of ville is employed at thc home of E.
ton.
and
Miss
Frances
Vinal
of
sey.
Mrs.
Silas
A.
Watts,
Mrs
Fred'
styling produced in America and
Opportunity Class meets Wednes
Swampscott, Mass., and one great- Waldoboro, favored with a group of J. Kalloch.
buy it without batting an eye or G. Campbell, Mrs. Janet Robinson!
three violin solos, “Humoresque'
day at 7:30 at the home of Mrs.
granddaughter, besides two sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Maxey of
nnd Mrs. Henry V. Starrett.
“Schon Rosinarin' and “Minuet ln Giencove were recent guests of Mabie
Bertha Spoffprd, 10 Otis street. enjoying a Ilollywccd income.
Deceased
had
been
a
member
of
A : pedal town meeting will be i
G" in a most pleasing manner, his Crawford.
Other hostesses will be Mrs. Christine
'■ailed at t-he Town House at 1 o'clock the Warren Congregational Church
Dorr, Miss Blanche Sylvester, Mrs.
f un buying elcthe: at a place Saturday to see what action lhe town for about 80 years, and was always accompanist being, Mrs. Carrie R
Mrs. Charles Erickson and Mabie
Smith.
Ada Prescott; program chairmen.
Crawlord have been callers lately at
where you feel btit-r after paying u.U take to replace the 3tarrc’t Interested ln the W.C.T.U.
At the business session Mrs.
Mrs. Clara Gregory, Mrs. Maude
Funeral services will be held at
thc homes of Angelo Howard and
for thr suit Ilian ysj.did before Bridge. Middle road, which was car-1
Virion Caldricc, and Miss Evelyn
13:>
o'clock
Wednesday
from
the
Grant. Attention is called to thc
Eugene Calderwood.
ried away by thc recent flood; to see'
you came in.
Berry were admitted to membership.
change ln date.
what action the town will take *o-| home. Rev. H. I. Holt officiating
Mrs. C. W. Mank passed a day
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson; Mrs. Ethel
Burial
will
toe
in
Riverview
cemetery.
ward financing repairs to roads dam
lecently
with her daughter, Mrs. H.
] Griffin, and Miss Beulah Starrett
• • • •
Henry A. Howard returned last
aged in the recent fiord; to see if the
W. Hawes, in Union.
Gregory Sails For Easier
I
were
named
as
nominating
commitnight from a winter's sojourn in St.
A Talk on Books
town will postpone for one year, the
H P. Post is driving a new truck.
[ tee.
Petersburg.
$20.60 to *35.00
rciic.lding cf the Upper Falls Brdgej Mrs. Henry Webb, librarian of
i The club voted to serve a public
aw' thc reopening of the road a?-1 Wiscassctt. was guest speaker Thurs
, dinner April 14. at thc LOOP, din
Miss Hazel Vasso arrived horn?
preaches to the bridge; and if the day night at thc meeting of the
The
me
t
attractive
arsortment
of
ing hall, the committee in charge to
from Farmington Friday and left
town will vote to close the *o!d toll!
Woman s Club. Mrs. Webb, an easy. , be Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs. Alice
Saturday for Boston where she will
Easter Neckwear
bridge at South Warm.
| Watts. Mrs. Alice Cook. Mrs Flora
visit her sister. Mrs. Maude Fogg.
Thc writer was told that in the ■ Interesting speaker, had for her sub
wc ever had on di.pay
Peabody. Mrs. Ilda Russell. Tickets
ject,
"What
People
Are
Reading"
in
At thc first warn
freshet of April. 1875, the center of
will be on sale by the club members.
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss returned .
50c to $1.50
ing sneeze — quick
lhe 8tarrctt Bridge. Middle road was I which she commented upon, the
Refreshments were served at the
yesterday from several weeks' motor
— a few drops up
washed away. Residents of that sec- i authors of thc best sellers of the last
conclusion of thc meeting by Mrs.
trip through Florida and other
each nostril. Its
tion were compelled to use a woeds
Alcacla Simmons. Mrs Helen Maxey,
,
timely use helps
southern places.
road to get between homes and War- ■ few months.
and Mbs Hilda Aspey. Hostesses
prevent many colds.
Books
named
Included:
Spring
ren village until the bridge was re
were
Mrs.
Alice
Cook
and
Mrs.
Annie
Edwin Edwards Jr., is home from
paired. During the flood cf 1836. one Came On Forever by Bess Streeter
1 Aspey.
Bates College for the Easter recess.
pest was carried away. During last Aldrich; Walk Humbly by Barbara
months flood the entire bridge was btevens; The Inquisitor by Hugh
At the annual meeting of Shake- '
taken out. leaving but a small seg
Walpole; Mutiny on the Bounty.
zpeare Society last night these of
ment on either side of thc river. Men
41G MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. Mt
ficers were elected: President, Mrs
In boa!* succeeded ln salvaging the Nordoff and Hall; Europa Robert
Maude Comlns; vice president, Mrs
wooden spans by chaining them to Briffault; Faster by E. M. claflcld;
Edith Blaney; secretary. Mrs. Emily
tices further down stream. These Edna, His Wife by Margaret Ayer
IS ON SALE AT
Stevens; treasurer. Mrs. Edith Bird;
parts will be of use when the bridge Barnes; Valiant Ls the Word for Car
program committee. Miss C. Winifred ! While the U. 8. Government settled is repaired. Work of replacing the
rie, Barry Benefield; Golden Horse
Coughlin. Mrs Eva Helller, Mrs I 'hr question that July 4 should be bridge. If so voted at the special town
shoe.
by Elizabeth Coatsworth;
Elizabeth Otis. A detailed account *** Fourth of July, the church 6ov-meet,ng nrx. Saturday eaaaot begin
Asylum
by William Seabrook; Eng
ernment settled thc question as to untn the W3ter has dropped off a
of the meeting will appear.
WARREN
the date of Easter Sunday.
grcat deat
land Speaks, by Sir Philip Gibbs;
April 20: "Williams & Lovejoy arc
Mr and Mrs Albert j While of Lighthouses and Lightships by
Special! For Easter week only—
DRUGS
SUNDRIES
PERIODICALS
20'; discount on all Women's Dresses, selling cut at auction; Tupper. auc Wcst Bath were guests Sunday of Mr.
Robert Thayer Sterling; Seven
EVERY DRUG STORE NEED
sizes 38 to 42—18*4 to 22S. Alfreds tlonecr. That was the hangout oi White's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
League Boots, by Richard Halburcur
gang,
and
many
a
time
and
of.
Perry, 7 Limerock street —adv.
ton; Time Out of Mind by Rachel
40*43
did we have Joe Lovejoy (bachelor) '
....
Field; Vein of Iron by Ellen Glas
crazy. Imagine a scene something i
_ vi_,.
gow; Silas Crockett by Mary Ellen
like thlr: Jce at tupper. Show case
n' anc • 1 “*
top full of alarm clock-,, assorted
In thc death Sunday of Mrs Jane Chase; Oreen Light by Lloyd Doug
ONE DAY ONLY
ONE DAY ONLY
sizes, and five or six youngster! wind- F. Vinal. 92. this village feels -en> las,.; Magnificent Obsession by Lloyd
Douglass;
Gaudy
Night
by
Dorothy
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
f I Ing them and the alarm, io go off at tiie Io
,;IKl charming o
♦ two minute intervals after Jce re- lady. She had erh .trated O-t .8 <r Say?rs; Mary Poppln3 Comes Back,
• .
I u2d birthday anniversary, well remem- by P. L. Travers; Son of Mariella by
In looking over Dad's diary for turned.
£
. . . GIT A COLLEGE •
What would you have done if you bered with cards, gifts of candy and John I'abrlcus; If I Had Four Apples
1886 I found this entry: "April 18—
EDUCATION IN ifafby
Jos
phine
Lawrenoc;
It
Can't
While
he
flowers,
and
a
d.nncr
party
ui
h.This is a lovely morning All nature had been ln Joe’s place? ..______
Four Great New
HOT RHYTHMIC1
ls reviving—warm all day like sum-j might have been thinking murder, her guests were her sc.i Dt. (
“1 Happen Here by Sinclair Lewis; Hur
mer, and calm. (You canreadily
he didn't commit It. April 22: "W.. Vlnal and friend, both of Swamp-.o-t. ricane, by Nordoff aud Hall; Last
Romantic Thrill!
SYNC0P1T10N
understand where tire son learned to at the auction this evening. About Mass., who were in Maine fcr the cc Puritan by C-eorge Santayana.
Non fiction books which Mrs. Webb
fly) April 25—Mr. Richardson gave sold cut.” And so ended the career' cation. It waa a happy ’■ ’' al
us two good sermons today. Mrs. C. of .Williams & Lovejoy, merchants of much enjoyed by Mis. Vinal who was named were: Way of a Transgressor
by Negley Farson; North to the
A. Olidden had all her plants at the Tenant's Harbor. Joe Lovejcy died then iu good health
nt Orient by \nne Lindbergh; Thc Man
meeting house and they made a good ; many years ago. Thomas L. Williams
Interest wa . always r.i . i -' display. (I well remember Mrs. Olid-1 was proprietor of a Jewelry .-tore in birthday anniversaries, especially Unknown oy Alexander Carrell; Exile
den's plants).”
' Quincy, Mass., and died there a few when Mrs. Vinal's twin sister. Mrs by Pearl Buck; Life With Father,
Martha E. Miller v.as liflng. Th n Clarence Bay; Our Times The Twen
No mention was made of Easter | years ago.
Sunday but I found in the diary tin- ] April 29: “A steamboat came In thc sifters usually were feted by the. ties by Mark Sullivan; Dwight Mor
dcr the heading. “Festivals and ] here last night with grain and flour. Congregational Church. Mrs Miller row by Harold Nicholson; and Gladly
Feasts," that it was April 25. In the She Is a floating grist mill. Sh? died Jan. 18. If31. c?ed 87. after hav Teach, by Bliss Perry; Seven Pillars
ANO
year 2000 it will be April 23. Thc | grinds thc corn on board arid sold ing made her home for some years of Wisdom, by T. E. Lawrence; My
Country
and
My
People
by
Lin
with
Mrs.
Vinal
in
this,
place.
earliest date I find in the table is] considerable today. She laid at FulMrs. Vlnal was born In this tow?., Yutang; Father Struck It Rich by
1940—March 24. Evidently Lhase dates ler's wharf." I wonder if any of th?
and
,1
one
of the eight children of Franc 3 Evelyn Welch McLean; I Write As I
old timers like Elmer and Roy re
are the earliest and latest.
Cast of 5.000!
As I remember, the rule for finding member that event? The one and and Elizabeth (Anderson) SeWers. Please by Duranty; Hell Bent for
You'll love this
the date of Easter Sunday is; Thc cnly reason I do not remember it is Her childhood was spent cn what is Election by James P. Warburg;
screen
adven
first Sunday after the first full moon that I fns not at the Harbor. Brlng- the S. E. Norwood place. She was Sawdust Caesar by George Seldes;
ture with the
married
to
William
O.
Vinal
of
WarMary
Queen
of
Scotland
and
the
Isles
IFBANK McHUGH
after the 22d of March. Don't get hi'g a portable sawmill to a wood lot
thrills of
PATRICIA ELLIS
me wrong, please. I am not trying to Is a common event and deserves no ren. who ran a grocery buHnc , here, by Stephen Zwelg; Discovery by
“Trader Horn",
WARREN HULL
stage any May pole stunts, or selling rpeclal mention, but bringing a port end to them four sons werc born. Richard Byrd.
TODAY
JOE CAWTHORN
Mrs. Webb pointed out that non
eggs or watermelons or pasturing able grist mill to Tenant's Harbor Is Sidney W. of Warren, and Dr. Chester
MIRIAM HOPKINS
my cow in my neighbor's field and news and I am telling thc world so! A. Vinal of Swampscott. Mass., who fiction has come into popularity since
JOEL Mrt'REA ill
survive her; Harry F. who died in 1919, previous to which there were
"SI LENDOK '
trving to find out how far she can
Bcze.
1891, and Gilbert A. who died in New scarcely any in demand. The past
travel and still find sustenance.! Somerville, March 31.

CATCHING
COLD?

Vicks Va tro-noi

GREGORY’S

THE COURIER GAZETTE

COGAN’S DRUG STORE

Tenants Harbor Days,

BftBDE-RAIDZ

Mrs. H. I. Hix and Miss Carrie
Brainard have returned from St.
Petersburg, Fla., where they spent
the winter.
The cooked food sale conducted by
the Citizens Civic Committee Satur
day at the Senter Crane store brought
in a gratifying sum somewhat over
$50, well repaying the efforts put
forth by Mis. J. H. Flanagan and her
energetic committee. An expression
of appreciation is made to all who
helped in any way, particularly for
the use of the store.
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Every-Other-Day

From

ROCKLAND
In Coaches
All Trains

You May Go
April 10 or 11 and Return
anytime up to 9.30 P. M.
Train from Boston, Wed'
nesday, April 15._________
Ask Agent
41-43
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HELP CLEAN THIS BIG HOUSE

Every-Other-Day

“HARNESSING THE MOON”

(Continued from Page One)
With wide taffeta-rayon bindings," it
'
! was to be expected thrt people who ]
list of government dam-power pro- j had no blankets at alI v,ould squawk
Jects which are under way number anti
,.Blankety blank!" And
more than a score. The Pathfinder when the publlclty artlcles showe(1
will very soon publish a map show- that the houslng plans caUed f0,
The Woman's Educational Club mittee consisting of Mrs. Ida Sim ing the location of these projects ..love.seats;. wlng chalrs co(fee and
met Friday, with a program replete mons, Miss Annie Flint and Mrs. and throwing some valuable light on card tables. grandfather clocis sevfn
with interest. Bible quotations and Mabel Wiley was appointed to report them Many of these are what are feet hlgh and puffs covered wRh
poems started off the afternoon ses a slate of officers for the coming termed "self-liquidating" projects sunfast rust
it gave the
sion after started the members lis season.
Some say this applies to the scheme knockers all the material they neerlBlin W. Page of Skowhegan gave a for making a ship canal across the 1 ed
tened to 'he follow .ng interes'lnj
&,en then the Quoddy proJect ,s
papers from the Immortal Stories constructive address, after which northern part of Florida-where the
series.—‘'Mena Lisa'' by Mrs. Ma- Mrs. Noel C. Little of Brunswick "liquidation" has reached the form of ,nteregttag- Such things appeai to
belle Rose of Tenants Harbor, spoke on "Schools and Education." mud and appears to have got stuck the imagiIultlon 0{ the people even
"Achilles' Heel'' by Mrs. Li’llan O. A. Harrison's pictures were shown This special plan is listed to cost though ln the end they may turn
toys It was’P T
Sylvester. "Pandora's Box" by Mrs. by Rev. Corwin H. Olds, as Mr. Har- $100 000 000 more than the Quoddy qut tQ
Mar;- Perry Rich, and "Robin Hood" rison was unable to be present. The project—that ls $138,000 000 The vari- Barnum himself one of those smart
by Miss Cora Perry.
scenic subjects were: "Oibralta of [ ous blocs and groups ln Congress are Yankees, who used to keep one of
Following acurrent events quiz Canada' the ancient city of Quebec, naturally quarreling over who's who hlg clrcus eiephants plowing all day
conducted by Mrs Rich, an artl<-> with its old and modern attractions; and what. The Washington Herald long on hls Connecticut farm
showing the tremendous growth of j "Rainbow Waters," picturing rain- says: “Thus the issue is loaded with i Barnum sa|d nothing about this, for;
the Townsend Clubs was read by Mrs. bow trout fishing in Stuart Lake, political dynamite.”
he knew that the natural curiosity of'
What is a government project tbe natjves COuId be depended on to
Zalde Winslow. A discussion on Northern British Columbia and
capital punishment and the delay in showing Douglas Lodge on the site without more money? Nothing. And do ft job of free advertiSing for hls
the Hauptmann execution, led by of old Fort St. James, with Indian what will northeastern Maine be show Finally an old farmer buttonMrs. Stewart, Mrs. Sanborn, and types and villages; "When Winter even when all the money ls spent hqled Barnum and
him jf u
Miss Flint, showed most of the mem- Comes," a view of winter sports ln and the power project ls ln opera- pald tQ piow wlth eiephants. Bar
bers as favoring life Imprisonment full swing in Montreal, Ottawa and . tion? What can be done with all the num repued wltb one of his knowing
current after it ls produced? The wlnks; „yeg_,f yqu have g clrcug..
with no pampering of the prisoners. Quebec.
population of Maine are scattered. guch thlngg
QUOddy dam and all
Plans were discussed for a public
and they are RlS<> nOt anJ t0° rlch ' the other projects of the sort are
supper to oe given at the May 1st
Maxine Gardiner. Mabel Withee.
caplta weaIth 18 only one" somewhat like Barnum's elephant
meeting, and Mrs. Alden Ulmer was Incz'crosbv Ellen Nelson Katherine '
Inez vrosoy. tuen neison. rvaineruw third that nt
of the state nof, Nevada, tnr
for i; On a business ...
elected chairman. It was voted to McIntire, Margaret Crockett, Jessie
basis they could not ‘
instance.
Even
if
unlimited
current
,pay—but if you want to arouse and
charge 15 cents to members who Snowman. Alice Robbins and Carrie
t ' i were given to them free, it still would |. M
. .
. nt the nennie it's
furnished and 35 cents to others. Wallace were admitted to member-1
_ •
n, iivtn. 1 hold the intere#t 01 the P*0”16 “s
not solve their problem of living gregt stuff. Now at last the fool
Those unsolicited are requested to
ship.
They could enjoy the luxury of doing
Qf hgrnesglng the tlde8 „
take sweets.
Mr. Page said in part:
everything by pushing buttons They tugHj. tQ
ghTn a tr,g, UncJe
An invitation was extended through
_
. "While, as you all know, I am a
could buy millions of electric refrig- lg thus golng t0 do something which
Mrs. Dunton to attend the meeting
... . ,
,,,____
. .v. .. - j, .
..
,
candidate for office on the Republi- erators—if the government would , fverybody has ta!ked about but no
at the Methodist Church April 34
SATISFY VOURSILF WITH
can ticket I firmly believe we here give them the money But ln most
hgg ever done_uke digglng thc
*Pric« Class Winner 352-Mile Yosemite Economy Run
concerning the continuance of a
SOMITHINO >ITTt(-M/rA
in Maine. Republicans and Demo23.9 mi. per gal. (no oil added) under Amer. Auto. Aun. mpervuion
liquor store in this community on crats are vtn- much dtsturbed bv C“e‘theJ'W0UldnthaVe,ny‘h‘nC? Panama canal-under the other
crats, are vt rj mucn atsturoea o. keep jn the refrigerators—unless the
which a vote is to be taken in
Roosevelt. Those tides that sweep in
Triple-Sealed Hydraulic Brakes
the spending cf the taxpayers money , government gave them that also.
|
September.
and out of the Bay of Fundy a couple
Smooth and sure in any weather
both by State and Federal Govern- j
. , . .
Two well-qualified speakers. Rev
of times a day. under the remote
ments. especially ln Washington.
j
there ls any one thing which is
Knee-Action Ride
Helen Hyde Carlson, a former mis
control of the moon, will at last have
For safety and comfort on any road
"Back
tn
1932
during
the
Presidensuperab
undant
tn
Maine
it
ls
water
enmethine
besides
make
trouble
sionary; and Mrs. Jennie Allen Wil tial campaign Mr Roosevelt toured
gu
madf and ! ® d“ “X
^ngera o
"Turret-Top" Fisher Bodies
son, a social worker; spoke on "How the country setting forth in detail marketed with the aid of that power’
^n ”ide out
The
smartest, safest bodies built today
to get the Most out of Life."
the different planks of the Democrathe distlnt future can teU q,,, turn wrongside wt .
,
« « • •
‘OFFICIAL PRICE CLASS
Level
Floors—Front and Rear
tic party and how he. if elected was lndustry after another has left New
Enough rocks are being dumped at
Mrs Carlson said: Although we do
ECONOMY CHAMPION
Foot
room
far
all
going to carry them out. and ln very .
there used to be a good ; the dam ,ltes to form a solid founnot know whence we come or whither emphatic words. Among other things markp, for fW|_but
gll
fQr
guperstructure8 A
we are going, it is certain that the
•LmT prices at Pontiac. Mich., betm 9t $615 tor tha Six and 9730 for tha Sitht (aubjact to chan^a mthout not tea}. Sa/atjr platr 91aaa standard on Da Luta Six
he said: “Just one word or two on mains of thls great industry is the serles of dams are being made—not
and Eijht. Standard 9roup ot accaaaonaa axtra. AU Pontiac cars can ba bought trith monthly pay manta to auit your puraa on tha Canalal Motora Jnatallmant Plan,
Creator has a definite plan for each taxes that all of us pay toward the smeU The sa]es hgve gone w olhf, !
dam_for th08e waters
life. Whether we have one talent or
cost of government of all kinds. Well. natlons Maine used to build great bave a lot of Inlets and outlets
many, it is our duty to use it to the
I know something of taxes. For nutnbers 0, ships_but what's the You must dam your water when It is
utmost and keep ourselves allied with three long years I have been going
Qf bullding shlps 1, there „ noth. coming in. store it in gr-at pools or
our maker Only by so doing can up and down this country preaching lng
sh,p ,n them? Malne
__________
reservoirs and thm 'et it rush out
we get the most out of life. She
ENTER PONTIAC’S NATIONAL ECONOMY CONTEST-FREE CARS-164 CASH PRIZES
that Government. Federal and State produeed a btg share of the paper Agam when the tid; has left You are
stated that many people are not
and local costa too much. I shall used jn the unlted states But now ?oing t0 make tha: we.er work bo'h
successful because they think of not stop that preaching. As an im- this business has been turned over ] golng and coming -not just a fiveRESTORING A BRIDGE
i
themselves as failures. The energy
HAPPY HOPE FARM
!
mediate program of action, we must;
Canada where the cost of produc- day week but seven days a week,
spent in entertaining a sense of fail abolish useless offices
We must tlon
lower
Malne farmers night and day And lt serves it righ'
The Maine Central llnpes To Have
ure could be used to healthier ends.
A Vanished Pipping Tree,
eliminate actual prefunctions of have been the main potatocrata of for being so mean.
Brunswick - Top-Jiam
Structure
She cited the cases of the following Government—functions in fact that the Unlted statM But nobody can
Disconsolate Bluebirds, and
Bark
Soon
Think
what
satisfaction
it
is
going
handicapped people whose lives tmve
are not definitely essential to the say What is to become of that indus- to be for the Ingenious Maine fanner
Kindly Host
been of benefit to humanity: Clara continuance of Government. We try
of lt has already been to be able to rig up an automatic
The bridge carrying the tracks of
—
Barton, whose ill health compelled
must merge, we must consolidate traded away to other countries
the
Maine Central railroad over the
Editor
of
The
Courier-Oazette:
—
thermostat or selenium cell or oW
her to give up teaching, founded the
Androscoggin
river between Brunssubdivisions of Government, and like
tVp can see that the kickers have clock works which will turn the elec
Spring the time of resurrection is
American Red Cross; Theodore private citiaens give up luxuries pienty of thlngg
kkk at when the tric furnace on in the morning—in
; wick and Topsham, swept from Its
Roosevelt, although frail as a youth,
here. It is true that winter has Just
piers by an Ice Jam during the flood,
which we can no longer afford.
subject of Quoddy dam comes up stead of his having to roust out and
became President of the United
I will be raised and restored for serv
• • • •
Mention it to the Democratic g "•»’■- do it himself! Cows milked auto sent us another sample of frost and
States; Louis Braille, blind from the
ice A contract for the work has been
"By our example at Washington, nor of Maine—and then watch th? matically. at a set time in each 24 snow, but the blue birds, the robins,
age of 3 taught himself to read
, let to the Merritt. Chapman ii Scott
itself, we shall have the opportunity circumambient atmosphere take fire hours, simply by pushing a button at j even the black crows all insist that
raised letters, and at the age of 25
I Co of New Haven, Conn., Doug
of pointing the way of economy to Look at the cartoons in the New the head of your bed! Ain't that spring is really here The ancient
perfected a system for other blind
lass said.
local government, for let us remem- England papers poking fun at the sumpn? These are Just a few I pippin apple tree has been allowed to
persons to use; President Franklin
The six-span bridge carried one of
ber well that out of every’ tax dollar whole "Quoddy folly"—and they’ll samples of the possibilities
And
gUnd
lagt
tWQ
Roosevelt, although still suffering
the two main lines ot the Maine
ln the average state in this nation burn you up too. There would nat- what Maine is going to have, every I .
from infantile paralysis, carries on
Oentral railroad between Portland
forty cents enters the Treasury in urally be differences ot opinion as tc other state can have-heat, power, the blue birds mighl ne8t ln
arduous duties. She also spoke of
and Bangor. It was 877 feet long
Washington. 10 or 12 cents only goes how all the money should be spent and light for all. at little or no cost ■ hollcw trunk. But it had become
the work of Jane Addams and Octavia
and on March 14, during the height
to the State, and 48 cents out of When it was reported in the papers This is all very fine—but wc do wish 1 such a scraggy decayed thing the I
Hill who did not allow thoughts of
ot the flood was swept from lta
every dollar are consumed by the that goverment money—or. rather that Barnum was still alive, to do master has laid it low. Mr. and Mra.
discouragement or failure to hamper
piers and the spans dropped into the
costa of local govemment in counties >'our money—was being spent to pro- the Job of corralling the cash cus- ' Blue bird are very much upset about
them.
river. Engineers who have surveyed
and cities and towns. I propose to v*de the Quoddy dam workers wiil tomers and ln that way turn the lt, but I've fixed a bird house espe
• • • •
the bridge state that it ls practically
you, my friends, and through you, "all-wool blankets of pastel greer grand idea into good money.
cially for them. Mister was Interest
*n summing up, she gave four rules that Govemment of all kinds, big
undamaged and the wrecking con
ed enough to carry a few straws in
for getting the most out of life: Ally
cern plans to raise lt back on Its
and little, be made solvent and that We have got to call a halt and the
MRS. CUDDY RECALLS and out. but the "Missus" acted much
yourself with the eternal; forget the
piers, with some re-arrangements as
the example be set by the President only way to do it by the election of
! peeved at him. chasing him away
past; do one thing well; take a little
! then following herself as though to
to grade which have been worked out
of the United States and his cabinet." candidates whose word is good and
time apart for day dreaming and
by the railroad's engineers. Service
How, this sounded all right at the who have been successful In their own The Little Red Schoolhouse say. “Now you get away from that j
Inspiration. In conclusion she read time and of course is what should! business.
between Portland and Bangor Is be
In Appleton—"As Maine old house After the way they've
the poem. "Hold Fast Your Dreams" have been done, but instead of curing maintained while the bridge is
"A great many people are of the
treated
us
in
taking
away
our
tree
Goes"
by Louise Driscoll.
out of service by using the Maine
tailing in any way. shape or minner false opinion that taxes assessed
I'm not going to build ln their house
Mrs. Wilson told of her experience they have added thousands and thou-, against those who own property are
Central's other main line via Lewis
and you might as well understand!
New Haven, April 4
ln overcoming obstacles before start sands of men and women to the pay- 1 the people who pay. This Is not so.
ton with shuttle freight service from
lt first, as last!"
ing her career as a social worker. roll, have increased taxes, and by the j the taxpayer is really a disbursing Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
Waterville and co-ordinated bus
In the house (ours not the blueShe found a thirst for religion among end of this administration will have officer. All of these taxes come | It was with greatest pleasure I i bird's) we have some seedling toma
service from Winthrop serving Ken
i
v priced'I re8d
the article_ "The
wealthy children as well as among almost doubled the national debt.
nebec river points
through lower
wages, w.
higher
_ .
_
, Country
,
,' toes and one wee apple tree seedling,
School
by
Clara
S.
Overlock
in the
the poor. To get the most out of
The work is to start immediately
“Would you ladies appoint a man, goods or lower returns on Investment
the seed from the last fruit from the
April 2d issue.
life we must put our best into it, at his request, to act as your trustee there is no other source.
and Is expected to take about 60
old tree Just mentioned. How won
Itbrought back
my own school
she feels. Put spiritual values be for four years to control, administer
days. Vice President Douglass said,
derful is the thought of new life
• • • •
: days in the little red schoolhouse tn
fore material and live a life of service and protect your property which con
adding that "we hope to restore
from decay and death! On a farm
'March 3p at Chicago, rormer Presi- Appleton, where I passed the hapto humanity; in this way only can tained rights, interests and proper
through trains on the route via
one comes so often ln contact with
dent
Hoover made the following! plest days of my life. Though I may
we get the most out of life.
Brunswick and Augusta some time
ties of vital importance and value tc
this law of nature. A farmer's work
Mr. Frederick Richards submaster you. and give him full power, relying statement: ‘The Republicans must I never go back to my childhood home, ls to bring forth useful and helpful
around the middle of June. In time
of Camden High School, told of his upon specific agreements, promises choose the best qualified man to ad- I relive the old days through the things from things in themselves
to handle the heavy movement of
experience m training as an under and pledges made by him to you be minister the office of President, and columns of your very friendly paper useless, often repulsive. Hls Is the
Tratdart lax. Co, Safdy Stmca
summer travel and the boy and girl
graduate of Annapolis on the U. S. fore this appointment, to the effect choose the best qualified man to stt that has been in our family for near hand that assists the Master Hand ln
summer camp special trains ln the
ly half a c«ntury.
Parents often tell their children their parents. Five mlnuteH after
Ship Minnesota in the summer of that, if appointed, he would do so in Congress.’
usual manner.”
the miracle qf resurrection of plant
to be sure to play on the sidewalk, some parent has "laid down the law”
‘Now. if you follow his advice and
I eagerly scan the pages for Clara
1922. He explained the method of and so in matters of fundamental
. The cost of restoring the bridge
and animal life.
and
If
they
must
cross
the
street,
to
he
can
become
a
BIG
HYPOCRITE.
training the undergraduate in the importance to your property, and if. do this in both National and State Overlock's writings as It brings a
will
be about $150 000. he said
A handful of earth from our gar-j be sure that a car Isn't In sight and
I>ast year there were more than
various duties aboard a battleship after being appointed he broke his elections you will get lower taxes and little of home to me.
den Is a handful of dead and decay
then to use the crosswalk. That’s 1,500 children under the age of four
At this time of year I can picture
and gave an interesting account of promises in all material particulars less interference by government in
good advice tn any family and ln any who were killed and 34,000 who were
NOTICE TO MARINERS
ing matter. Disintegrated rock mak
the countries visited. In Norway, he and did just the opposite to what he your private affairs. Make a careful Maine's rugged hills silhouetted ing earth and sand, decayed plants
man's town. But how often do par Injured in automobile accidents.
ents do the things which they tell More than 3,200 between the ages of
West Penobscot Bay—Improvement
was much impressed by the length of had promised you, and if his acta survey of all those seeking office, find against a clear blue sky and men that flourished green and beautiful
their children mustn't be done? Par 5 and 14 were killed and nearly
the summer twilight which reminded and doings as such trustee put in out what they have done, that is I ploughing the rich brown fields—a last summer and rotted fertilizer
ln buoyage to be made about May I.
ents frequently are seen dragging 140,000 were Injured It ia Important
Dcadman Point Buoy 3. a black,
him somewhat of an eclipse of the Jeopardy the very rights and proper- v-hether or not they have had any j wonderful sight.
from the stable. Just death, living
their children across streets against to teach young children to have safe
This year we look to Maine with a things giving up life that new life
lst-class special can. to be substitut
6un. The men were entertained ties over which you had appointed business experience and whether or
red lights or right across ln the habits and equally important for
great deal of interest, remembering
ed for Deadman Point Gong Buoy 3.
ashore and participated in athletic him and in addition, cost you some not they have been successful.
midale of the block. It ls wondered grownups to practice what* they
might be brought fortn from them
•'If you will do this and vote ac the slogan—As Maine goes so goes
The Graves Bell Buoy 5 to be es
contests with the Norwegians. When 15 billion dollars, largely wasted in
what children sometimes think of preach.
A person I know had. among other
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
tablished ln 60 feet, 150 yards. 73 de
in Portugal they took advantage of Questionable experiments; would you, cordingly, not as someone asks you. the natlot^—.
pets, two cats, one buff and one snow
an opportunity to see a bull fight. at the end of the four years reap you will be well repaid, and will have
white. The buff puss lived to an thorns, which do not tear and destroy death, that we might arise to new grees from The Graves Beacon Buoy
At Gibralter. some of the crew were point that man or would you consider performed a valuable service to the
honorable old age and died, being living flesh for food.
TENANT'S HARBOR
life through Him. What shall lt will be black.
8aco River — Shoaling reported
concerned by their failure to see the that the best interests of yourself de working men and women of the
burled ln the flower-garden, with a
We have recently enjoyed a short profit a man If he gain the whole
advertisement of the Prudential Life manded the appointment of a man country.
The Happy-go-lucky Club gave a yellow rose set above him The white vacation and were privileged to at world, yet lose this certainty of a April 2. A depth of only 34 feet is
"We are ln a critical condition, and
reported over the bar at mean low
Insurance Company on the rock and who could be trusted to keep his
surprise party recently for Janet kitty met an untimely end and was tend the Ferrin-Booth meetings in new and everlasting life?
I
honestly
believe that in the women
while there, he took a steamboat word, and not to destroy what he had
yater.
Nancy M. Savage
Smith and Kathleen Thompson at also interred in the garden, with a Rockland. Their message in song
lie the powers to correct the situa
Seacoast—Scow adrift—The Master
trip to the African coast. On the promised to safeguard.
the home of Mrs. Fred Watts. Miss white rose marker. These handsome and sermon we found most helpful
tion. Springtime is one season of
Tug "Plymouth" reports the loss of
• • •
way home, they stopped at Cuba,
LANDON AND BRIDGES
Smith received an electric floor lamp roses are a joy and I'm sure the birds and Inspiring, their aim to bring
housecleaning, and I suggest that you
then sailed back to the United States
District Attorney Warren L. Bishop an unnamed scow from a tow on the
"I can answer that question for you.
as a gift, and cooking utensils were and bees give thanks that those (to Christ, whose Easter resurrection ls
which looked good to them after No. you would not, regardless of po all take hold and help us clean this given Miss Thompson, the presenta them) bitter enemies, have taken 1 s0 near, to the hearts of those He |R) says that a Republican ticket night of March 22-23 Roaring Bull
great big house of ours."
their travels in foreign waters.
litical affiliations. You would look
tion being made by Mrs. Watts. Re this new f:’-m of frngrar.ee end died for. How strange it is, that with composed. of Governors Alfred M. Lodge Lighted Whistle Buoy 10 RB
9 9 9 9
for another man to adminster your
freshments were served the merry beauty. I’m sure the wee sparrows, all the lessons and proofs nature Landon of Kansas and H. Styles Fd Baker Island Whistle Buoy 8A.
ow now adrift and constitutes a
gathering, made up of Ketorah Pier- searching among the glossy leaves gives of new and wonderful life Bridges of New Hampshire "would
The evening meeting opened with property.
WE BUY
sens, Harriet Barter, Mrs. Dudley, for green worms, for the babies after death, at this season of thc sweep the nation.” Bishop, canctl-1 menace to navigation
patriotic devotions led by Mrs. Lena
“You ladies realize fully well how
Hazel Dudley, Mary Barter, Virginia nestled In the tiny nest among the year, there are souls so blind, so date for the Republican nomination
Merrill, Mrs. Zada Winslow, Mrs taxes have increased either by direct
"Gosh, you're dumb. Why don’t
Barter, Alice Daniels, Emma Wil rose branches, sing so happily be deaf, so wrapped up in material and for governor of Massachusetts, said
Ellen Dyer, Mrs. Ida Simmons and assessment or by the lowering of the
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
you
get an encyclopedia?”
he
was
the
first
Republican
aspirant
liams,
Dora
Jonasson,
Josie
Conary,
cause they are thankful those cats perishable things, they cannot hear
Miss Marguerite Gould. Mrs. Nettie rate of interest received from your
JEWELER
"The pedals hurt my feet.."—Santa
for that office to endorse Landon
Bernice
Frederickton,
Etta
Watts.
M.
have
ceased
to
exist
and
their
cruel
the
voice
of
the
Son
of
God,
who
Stewart and Mrs. Ellen Dyer gave investments. You also realize that 370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Fe Magazine.
Morris and Nancie-Watts.
claws have been changed to rose gave Himself as tlie sacrifice of publicly.
(lilies' repoiLs. A nominating corn- this cannot go on as lt is now going.
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